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Ky. 121 Wreck

First Lady Fletcher speaks
on health care, education
By KRIS ADAMS
Staff Writer
BENTON,Ky. As a nurse and
wife of a doctor, Glenna Fletcher
knows a thing or two about health
issues. Tuesday night, Kentucky's
first lady spoke on health care, as
well as education, at a fundraiser
benefiting
Marshall
County
Hospital.
Before approximately 200 people. Fletcher, the wife of Gov. Ernie
Fletcher, who is a physician, shared
some shocking statistics about the
health of the Kentucky, specifically:
III Kentucky ranks 13th in the
United States in diabetes prevalence;
II diabetes is the sixth leading
cause of death in the state;
II Kentucky leads the nation in
male deaths from lung cancer;
IN the state is ranked in the top
five states in regards to the prevalence of teenage smoking;
III 21.1 percent of Kentucky's
young people smoke and the national average is 11 percent;
II and Kentucky is the fourth fattest state in the nation, joining the
leaders of a nationwide obesity epidemic.

Fletcher said she is currently
working with various initiatives to
not only improve the health of
Kentuckians but to get more women
to take better care of themselves.
She stated that heart disease is the
leading cause of death for women in
Kentucky, but it is preventable.
-Many women feel they don't
have time to take care of themselves," Fletcher said. "As wives,
mothers and frieqds, we tend to put
our own needs aside on a long list of
priorities."
Other goals include reducing the
prevalence of obesity in children
and adults throughout the state.
Fletcher said improving the
health of Kentuckians can be
accomplished by enacting programs
that will provide comprehensive
education to the state's children and
adult population.
Glenna Fletcher
The governor and the first lady
also want to improve education and the best teachers, pay them well.
ensure that children can read profi- build new classrooms and return
ciently by the end of third grade, control of our schools to local disacknowledging that only 30 percent tricts and parents."
She added that improved health
of Kentucky's fourth graders read at
care and education don't just hapan advanced level.
"Good public schools don't just
happen," she said."We need to have

IAI
•See Page 2A

Keep
It
COOL!
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger &
Times photos

Tuesday was the pei/ect day
to try to keep cool due to
plenty of sunshine and hot
temperatures. With his mother, Heather Colson. alongside, Keenan Bramley, 7
months, top photo. enjoyed a
swim in Murray-Calloway
County Parks & Recreation's
Central Park pool in a raft that
contained a sun shield. Laura
Wilson, foreground bottom
photo, and Erin Butler were
quite busy Tuesday helping
Murray area residents stay
cool at one of the Paradise
Snow locations in the city.
Here, they prepare snow
cones for awaiting customers. Nobody needed to
see the time and temperature
display at the Murray Bank's
South 12th Street location to
know it was hot Tuesday. This
just confirmed it.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Ky. 121 was closed for an hour just northwest of Murray Tuesday morning after a three-vehicle
accident that sent two people to Murray-Calloway County Hospital. See page 2A for details.

Accused kidnapper indicted
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray woman accused of
stealing a car with a 2-year-old boy
inside and driving away from the
newspaper office was indicted on
four felony charges, including kidnapping, when the grand jury met
Tuesday.
Christina Tremblay, 29, was
indicted for kidnapping. two counts
of first-degree wanton endangerment and theft by unlawful taking of
more than $300. She also was
indicted for misdemeanor second-„,
degree evading.

She is scheduled for an
arraignment in
Calloway
Circuit Court on
July 26.
Tremblay is
suspected
of
leaving
the
Murray Ledger
Tremblay & Times parking
lot June 25 after
a newspaper carrier, Cynthia
Russell, picked her up on South
Fourth Street near Myers Lumber.
Russell recognized Tremblay as a
her former classmate and offered

her a ride because she was walking
in the rain without shoes, the carrier
has said.
Russell's two children — an 8year-old daughter and a 2-year-old
son — were inside the green 1999
Ford Escort when Russell came
inside the newspaper office, police
said.
The daughter either got out or
was put out of the car just before
Tremblay drove off, according to
the police and a witness. Tremblay
also is accused of leaving the 2year-old boy on the side of Ky. 121
near Coldwater. He was found
unharmed by a passerby.

Marshall man charged in wife's death
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BENTON, Ky. — A 64-year-old
Gilbertsville
man is charged
with
murder
after his wife
was beat to
death.
Lavan
A.
is
McClure
lodged in the
Marshall County
Detention
McClure
after
Center
being arrested Tuesday, according to
•

Marshall Count) Sheriff's
Department release.
Sally McClure, 55, was found at
214 Red River Drive near Kentucky
Dam Village when deputies were
dispatched to the location at 11:01
a.m. Monday. The sheriff's department had received a call from a third
party reporting a possible deceased
woman.
An autopsy was performed
Tuesday morning at the state medical
examiner's
office
in
Madisonville and indicated Sally
McClure died from "blunt force
trauma to the head sustained in a
a

beating."
The autopsy report and sheriff's
department death investigation led
to Lavan McClure's arrest the day
after his wife's body was discovered, according to the release.
Deputies said the investigation
revealed the McClures were drinking the night before she died. An
argument ensued and the victim's
head was struck at least one time,
according to the sheriff's department release.
Police said Lavan McClure
admitted to hitting her.

270-753.1916
•
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Kentucky Lottery
EVENING
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
Pick 3:
7-4-7
4-3-0
Plck 4:
Pick 4:
1-3-2-4
6-9-3-1
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7-9-10-11 Cash Ball 8
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Storms pound numerous states
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
line of severe thunderstorms moved
through much of Kentucky Tuesday
night. knocking out power to thou•
sands of electhc customers.
No injuries were immediately
reported.
'Officials with LG&E. the state's
largest power company which
serves Louisville and surrounding
areas reported that 86.000 customers had lost power in the storms.
"I'd say that's going to keep on
escalating through the night. I
would not he surprised if this got up
to 100.0(X) or more." said Chip
Keeling,a spokesman for the utility.
Kentucky l'olities reported about
8,(XX) outages in their coverage area
as of I I p.m. About a fourth of those
were concentrated in the Lexington
area, said spokesman ClitT Feltham.
Feltham said most of the outages
were caused by blown circuits and
would be restored quickly. He said
the utility had only a handful of
reports of doss ned power lines.
Feltham said the series of storms
that ravaged Kentucky in late May
caused more extensive damage.
"By comparison, this storm had
the same intensity. but we don't
hase nearly the numbers (of outages) we had in May," he said.
Kentucky
Le x ington-based
Ltilities, a subsidiary of LG&E,
sers es more than 470,(100 customers
m 77 Kentucky counties.
Winds in excess of 65 mph were
reported by the National Weather
Sell ice.
Tornadoes. hail and strong winds
'also struck the upper Midwest

Murray man hospitalized
after three-vehicle crash

impact, Roach's Jeep continued
Staff Report
north in the southbound lane, strikMurray Ledger & Times
Duncan's 1988 Ford pickup
ing
north
miles
of
Ky. 121 a couple
head on. That caused
truck
of Murray was closed for about an
truck to spin around and
Duncan's
-vehicle
hour Tuesday after a three
coming to a rest upside
overturn,
collision.
to the KSP release
Keith Roach, 42, of Murray, was down, according
Roach and Duncan were trans
traveling northbound on Ky. 121 in
Murray-Calloway Counts
his Jeep Cherokee at 1125 a.m. ported to
where they each were
Hospital,
Kentucky
a
to
according
Tuesipy,
injuries. Duncan
multiple
for
treated
State Police release. Stephen
Tuesday while
later
released
was
and
Mayfield
of
Gaspar, 46,
hospital in stathe
in
remains
Roach
Michael Duncan, 43, of Sedalia,
spokeshospital
a
condition,
ble
respective
were each driving their
woman said this morning.
vehicles southbound.
An investigation is continuing by
Police said Roach crossed over
Trooper Brad Smith. Calloway
KSP
back
the
struck
and
line
center
the
Sheriff's Department and
County
wheel on the flatbed trailer Gaspar's
Department officers
Police
Murray
that
After
pulling.
was
trailer
tractor
scene.
the
at
assisted
,
'

AP Photo

With stormy skies above, Air Force One sits on the tarmac at Sawyer International Airport in
Marquette, Mich., Tuesday.
someone else's garage was blown
away.
No injuries were reported.
Sgt.
Sheriff's
Manitowoc
Andrew Colborn said officials spotted two funnel clouds near Clarks
Mills, and one touched down. Two
funnel clouds were seen later over
Manitowoc.
In central Illinois, storms leveled
a manufacturing plant in Roanoke
and took the roofs off several houses, but no injuries were reported.
officials said. The National Weather

Tuesday, sweeping through parts of
Wisconsin and Illinois and demolishing farm homes and zt manufacturing plant. Clarks Mills, about 15
miles . west of Manitowoc. was
among the places hit hardest by an
apparent tornado. The storm passed
over the city itself.
Ruth Goehring said she didn't
see any funnel clouds, but she saw a
lot of damage when she emerged
from hiding Ater the storm swept
through. She said her son's home
was missing part of its structure. and

Service in Lincoln said there were
reports of tornadoes, high winds and
softball-sized hail throughout the
area.
Woodford County Emergency
Management Coordinator Robert
Hix said employees at the Parsons
Company plant were able to take
shelter and avoid injury.
In the central Illinois town of
Oakwood, winds downed power
lines and trees, including several
uprooted in Sandi Young's backyard.

Haskins intersection
being closed for work

Proud!) Supports
Playhouse
in the Park
2004 Season

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Haskins Road in Calloway
County will be temporarily closed
at its intersection with the new Ky.
80 construction project beginning
Friday.
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet's Department of Highways
officials announced the county road
will be closed for about two weeks.
A marked detour will be pros ided.

Bring Your Ticket Stub In And Receive A

Asphyxiation was cause of
construction worker's death
the findings."
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
In a Ledger & Times story
Staff Writer
Monday, Wilkins name was mistakA 34-year-old construction enly reported as Watkins.
worker died from asphyxiation, an
The construction crew was digautopsy concluded Tuesday.
ging the sewer line for a new subdiGlen W. Wilkins, of Benton, died vision called Saratoga Springs off
Monday afternoon while working Wiswell Road in the southwest part
on a sewer line for a new subdivi- of the county. The property, which
sion off Wiswell Road. A crew was Paul Garland owns, was recently
digging the sewer line and in the annexed into the city.
process of making a man hole when
According to Murray City
the side of the ditch caved in and Administrator Don Elias, the develburied him, according to police.
oper is responsible for constructing
Calloway County Coroner Mike sewer lines on the property while
Garland said the cause of death was the city takes care of getting the
mechanical asphyxiation. The lines to the property. Elias said the
autopsy was performed Tuesday city has bids out for its work related
morning at the state medical exam- to the annexation but hasn't started
construction work.
iner's office in Madisonville.
Murray Police and Occupational
"His body was deprived of oxygen.- Garland said. "There were no Safety and Health Administration
other injuries to his body according officials are continuing to investito the pathologist, and I agree with gate the accident.

Teenage boy dies from
injuries in go-cart accident

T MURRAY

ELIZABETHTOWN,Ky.(AP)— A 14-year-old Elizabethtown boy has
died from injuries he received in a go-cart accident, police said.
Jason Hicks died Monday at 8:30 p.m. EDT from head injuries he suffered when he fell from the go-cart, Coroner William Lee Jr. said.
Hicks fell from the go-cart at 6:13 p.m. EDT after a tire blew out. Hardin
County Sheriff's Sgt. Bryan Sallee said.
Another 14-year-old boy. who was driving, was not injured. Sallee said
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READER INFORMATION •
Busine_as Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone (270) 753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927

Ten little Indians•Oct. 21-30
A Christmas Carol• Dec. 9-18

WEATHER

Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
week.

Showtimes Are Thursdays At 7 P.M.,
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For Tickets, Please Call The Chamber of Commerce
at 270-759-2199.
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Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Independent
School Board will meet Thursday
at 7 p.m. at the board office on
13th Street.
The Murray-Calloway
•
County Parks Board will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. at the Chamber
of
Commerce
Commerce's
Center. Committee reports and
the master plan are on the agenda.
•To report a newsworthy note
for the Town Crier, call 753-1916.

KY 42071-1040.
MISS YOUR PAPER? '
Call the circulation dept. between

5 00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
430-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.

For ages 7 and up, camp runs July 19-30, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Mondays thru Fridays. Call 270-759-1752 or visit
www.playhouseinthepark.net for more information.
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Tonight will be
partly cloudy.
Thursday will be
partly cloudy with
highs in the 80s.
Thursday night
will be partly
cloudy with lows in
the 60s.

Murray Ledger 8 Times (USPS 308-7001
Murray Ledger 8 Times is a member of the
Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association. The Associated
Press is exclusryely entitled to news originated by Murray Ledger 8 Times

make things better," Fletcher said
"We loOk forward to working with
you and to make Kentucky a more
prosperous. inviting and healthier
state by building relationships, finding common ground, strengthening
hearts and minds, and applying a little common sense to make
Kentucky a better place to live and
raise a family."
"Our state is not only blessed
with a great governor, we are
blessed with an outstanding first
lady who is working hard for all of
Kentucky," said Martie Wiles, vice
chair of the Kentucky Republican
Party. "She is truly an inspiration."
Marica Smith. director of the
Hospital
Marshall
County
Foundation, said she is happy with
the turnout for the annual fundraiser. "It's wonderful. It's better than
any that we've ever had."
Smith expects that the foundation will receive roughly $2,000
once all expenses are paid. She
added the money will supply the
hospital with things it normally
couldn't afford.
The foundation hosts two
fundraisers a year .and in the past
the money has helped to make the
hospital handicap accessible. build
storage cabinets for long-term care,
add handrails throughout the hospital and remodel the doctors' library
and chapel.
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If you're not satisfied with how hard your money is working for you, talk to Mark Vinson at Heritage

Solutions. He can help you understand the balance between risk and potential investment return. He knows you want
higher returns but don't want to spend your time worrying about your investments. Let Mark show you how an AIG6
Bonus Tax-Deferred Annuity, while not FDIC insured, might help you earn more investment income with a level
of risk that won't leave you questioning your decision. • CALL MARK TODAY AT

270-753-9034.
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Fletcher's lawyers say he can't
be forced to convene Legislature
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — No
judge can compel Gov. Ernie
Fletcher to call the General
Assembly into session to pass a
budget, his attorneys argued in court
papers filed Tuesday.
The very notion. advanced last
week by three Kentucky House
members who intervened in a lawsuit against Fletcher, "would flout
the very separation of powers principles that (the legislators) profess
to be protecting," Fletcher's attor......
neys say.
A lawsuit challenging Fletcher's
authority to run state government
without a budget moves back into
Franklin County Circuit Court on
Wednesday. Attorney General Greg
Stumbo filed the suit to contend that
Fletcher could not use an executive
"spending plan" to suspend statutes.
The citizen group Common
Cause later joined the suit, as did
three legislators — state Reps.
Charles Geveden of Wickliffe, Jim
Wayne of Louisville and Steve
Nunn of Glasgow.
Common Cause claims the
Kentucky Constitution forbids
Fletcher to spend unappropriated

state money. The three House members contend his spending plan,
which took effect July 1, usurped a
power the Constitution reserved to
the legislative branch. They asked
Judge Roger Crittenden to order
Fletcher to call a special legislative
session.
The response filed Tuesday by
Fletcher's attorneys — his general
counsel, John Roach, and Louisville
attorney Sheryl Snyder — said the
Constitution also gives the governor
exclusive authority to call the legislature into special session.
The interveners "are simply
attempting to seize the spotlight,"
the Fletcher team said. Crittenden
should decline to rule on it because
any decision would provoke an
immediate appeal, "which would
only unnecessarily disrupt and prolong this litigation," the response
said.
Another group, the Kentucky
Association of State Employees,
also wants into the suit in order to
argue that state employees should be
given a 5 percent raise under
Fletcher's spending plan.
Crittenden had not ruled on that
request Tuesday. He scheduled
another hearing Wednesday.

House votes to block
tobacco farmer buyout

The General
Assembly failed
to pass a budget
By NANCY ZUCKERBROD
before adjournAssociated Press Wnter
ing on April 13.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
The Senate, conHouse voted Tuesday to prohibit a
by
trolled
nearly $10 billion governInent payFletcher's
out to tobacco farmers for giving up
Republican
a federal quota program just a
allies, insisted on
Fletcher
a budget that
month after the same lawmakers
included numerapproved it.
ous tax code changes sought by
Saying cigarette makers, not taxFletcher. The Democrat-controlled
payers, should pay for any buyout.
House wanted to pass a budget now
conservative Republicans and antiand delay tax action until January.
tobacco Democrats combined forces
Kentucky began a new fiscal year'k
a carefully orchestrated
July 1 without a budget. In it place, to upset
Fletcher issued a 90-day "public effort by GOP leaders and the White
plan." ' House to have the government pick
services' continuation
of up the cost.
use
Fletcher's
upheld
Crittenden
the plan but said the administration
The measure blocking the farmer
was limited to spending on pro- buyout was included as an amendgrams and services previously
ment to an agriculture spending bill.
approved and funded by the General Supporters said it was in reaction to
Assembly.
Republican leaders including a $9.6
Fletcher's chief of staff, Daniel billion payout to tobacco farmers in
Groves, said Tuesday that "the serva corporate tax bill passed by the
ices of state government will continue uninterrupted." The first state House last month.
House leaders put the buyout in
paychecks of the fiscal year are to
the tax bill in part to win the votes of
be issued Thursday.
Southern lawmakers.
"I thought it was outrageous."

Group asks state for paper ballot backups in November election
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A group advocating fair elections asked Secretary of State Trey
Grayson on Tuesday to pledge that the state's
electronic voting machines would be backed up
with paper ballots this November.
But Grayson said he didn't think any changes
1
were on the way.
The group — representing various organiza-

The Commission on Collegiate
Nursing Education (CCNE) has
notified Murray State University's
department of nursing that it has
received accreditation for the maximum term of 10 years.
At the Board of Commissioners
April 2004 meeting, it was determined that both the baccalaureate
and master's degree programs at
Murray State met all four accreditation standards. The Board additionally determined that there were no
compliance concerns with respect
to any of the key elements.
In preparation for the accreditation visit that took place in the fall
of 2003, the faculty completed a
comprehensive self-study document
for the CCNE visitors. The departmental editor, Geneva Cooper,
„ believes that the "collegiality of faculty members, the enthusiasm for
teaching students, and the support
of the Murray State community
were all crucial to the success of the
accreditation visit."
California,
from
Visitors
Michigan, and North Dakota who
were faculty at similar sized state
nursing programs performed the
validation and evaluation process.
The visitors spoke with .Murray

Rep. Chris Van Holten, D-Md., said
of the buyout.
It would pay farmers, using
existing taxpayer dollars, to leave
the Depression-era federal system
that sets price and production controls on U.S. leaf.
Farmers have been seeking the
buyout for several years. They have
experienced steep cuts in the
amount of tobacco they can sell
under the federal program due to
declining cigarette sales and
increasing imports of cheaper tobacco.
Van Holten sponsored Tuesday's
amendment with Rep. Jeff Flake, RAriz. Both said they would not
objeti to a tobacco farmer buyout if
it was funded by cigarette makers.
"I just don't want the taxpayers
on the hook," Flake said.
A buyout funded by the tobacco
companies has been introduced in
the Senate. Tobacco companies
would benefit from a farmer buyout,
because U.S. leaf prices would drop
if the federal program was ended
and replaced with a free market.
The Senate has not yet taken up

State officials, community supporters, students, faculty and recent
graduates. The relationship of the
department with the community
Western
health agencies in
Kentucky and Western Tennessee
was noted as one area of particular
strength.
CCNE was conceived by the
American Association of Colleges
of Nursing (AACN) in 1996 and
officially began accrediting operations in 1998. It is recognized by the
U.S. Secretary of Education to
accredit baccalaureate and graduate
degree programs in nursing. As a
specialized/professional accrediting
agency. CCNE is designed to evaluate and make judgments about the
quality of baccalaureate and graduate degres programs in nursing that
are located in regionally accredited
colleges and universities in the
United States and its territories.
This accreditation term for Murray
State's department of nursing will
be valid through June 30, 2014.
For more information about the
nursing program at Murray State
University call (270) 762-2193 or
at
online
visit
www.murraystate.edu/academics/hs
hs/nurse/inclex.htm

NOW ACCZYTIK EtiROLUDINT!

fiRST STEP
LiARNiN6 CENTER
814 Coldwater Rd.- Murray

RITA'
CA eat

Thursday, July 15T"•4 p.m.-6 p.m.

ms. .1 i 2 bath home located in one of Murray's finest neighht ‘[
lot, large dining room, great workshop in garage. er-laraic
Corner
s.
h
storage building. garden spot. large walk-in closets. Approx. 2500

R-95°e

Consirtmettr

the agriculture spending hill. hui
Flake and Van Holten predrued
their amendment would w ii suppoit
in that chamber.
The Senate version of the tax bill
does not include a buyout for tobacco farmers. Several senators ha% c
said they would support a buy out
only if it was linked to Food and
Drug Administration regulation ot
tobacco products.
Rep. Ed Whitfield. R-Ky. a huy
liou,e
said
supporter,
out
Republicans who generally opposj
FDA regulation might have to vct
used to the idea to secure a huy Liut.
"It. just makes it more likely. it
there's going to be a buyout. there's
going to be additional regulation
going along with it," Whitfield said
of Tuesday's vote.
The amendment to the agriculture spending bill passed by voice
vote. Whitfield said opponents
the measure did not seek a recorded
vote for fear of the result.
"Our concern was it would ha'. L.
lost by a rather large margin.- he
said.

OPEN HOUSE

tions including the Lexington-based Change for said.
Currently, seven counties' voting systems are
Kentucky, asked Grayson to sign a "Pledge of
Ballot Security." It also presented Grayson with a not fully electronic, Secretary of State spokesman
Les Fugate .said:
petition containing more than 3,200 signatures.
Along with the petition, the group also gave
"Having a voter-verified paper ballot allows
a letter signed by Howard Dean urging
Grayson
to
came
they
person
the
that
sure
voters to make
the polls to vote for are the person that they voted Grayson for support.
for," Jeremy Horton, a spokesman for the group.

Nursing department at
MSU receives maximum
term for accreditation
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1201 Main Street • Murray •(270) 759-8780
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Murray Woman's Clinic is pleased to
welcome Dr. Kent Hjerpe to the practice.
Dr. Hjerpe comes to Murray Woman's
Clinic from

a solo practice in Kingwood,

TX. His professional interest includes
obstetrical and gynecologic ultrasound.
along with 3-D sonography, operative
laparoscopy, and vaginal surgery.
Dr. Hjerpe's family includes his wife
Tiffany, his daughter Nikki as well as his
son Stephen. They enjoy outdoor
'activities and are looking forward to
living in the lakes area.
You may call Murray Woman's Clinic

Lynn Grove - Coldwater
Revival Meeting

at (270) 753-9300 to schedule an
appointment.

Featuring

•

Roger Hopson
Former Paris District Superintendent
and his wife Cynthia Hopson
as speakers

DR. HJERPE HAS JOINED MURRAY WOMAN'S CLINIC

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SOUTHWESTERN MEDICAL
SCHOOL.AT DAL LAS

July 18:21"77:00 p.m.
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church
On Hwy. 893 in Lynn Grove, KY

METHODIST MEDICAL CENTER/U.T.SOUTHWESTERN
MEDICAL CENTER OF DALLAS

With Coldwater/Lynn Grove Combined Choir
and special music nightly.

BOARD CERTIFIED BY AMERICAN BOARD OF OB/GYN
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OB/GYN

MURRAY WOMAN'S CLINIC

305 S 8TH STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
270) 753-9300
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE IN OUR
DRAFFFNVII IF AND CADIZ OFFICES
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OFFICE HOURS
8AM - 5PM, MONDAY - FRIDAY
SAM - 12 PM, SATURDAY
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Without
a budget
FRANKFORT - On July 1, the
,tart of the fiscal year, state government began its second biennium in
a row without a budget. despite the
work of many who tried to avoid
this at all costs.
The impasse
began in midApril. when
House and
Senate leaders
could not reach
agreement on
whether to work
on the budget or
Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's tax
plan first. Many
Legislative hoped that an
agreement could
Update
he reached in
By State Rep. the weeks that
Buddy
followed, but no
Buckingham serious talks
were held.
House leaders did otter what I think is a fair
compromise late last month, when
they devised a budget draft that features much of the governor's revenue-neutral tax proposals for the
business community and most of
the policy decisions on which virtually everyone cam agree. The budget
also incorporates the $305 million
extra over the next two years that
the state's economists said recently
we could expect.
This additional money, a welcome dose of good news after nearly four years of deficits, would be
used for our schools and universities, for removing tens of thousands
of households whose income is
below $13.000. and for replenishing
some of our "Rainy Day" fund, a
move that would help bolster our
bond ratings.
For now, the state is being run
with Gov. Fletcher's spending plan.
It is the subject of a court case filed
by the attorney general, who questions whether the governor can suspend any statutes the way the
General Assembly routinely does
when it approves a budget. For
example. state law drafted two
decades ago calls for five-percent
raises for state employees. That is
sometimes reduced in the budget.
depending on how well the econo-

my is performing.
Several colleagues of mine in
the House have petitioned Franklin
Circuit Court to join this case. They
make a good argument that the
Constitution is clear in that the governor cannot spend any money if it
is not properly budgeted by the
General Assembly first.
Late last month, some of my
West Kentucky colleagues and I
held a press conference to call on
Gov. Fletcher to take more of a
leadership role in getting a budget
adopted. That appears to be the •
only solution, because House and
Senate leaders are apparently not
going to be able to find a compromise on their own.
No one knows exactly what may
happen with the budget. There are
no plans for a special session, and
the lawsuit may not be resolved
until at least the fall. In the meantime, the state is losing very important ground. A host of projects for
our schools, roads and water and
sewer systems are on hold indefinitely because the governor does
not have the power to issue bonds
to help pay for them. The legislative branch is also losing its hardfought independence by not fulfilling its chief duty. This must be the
last time we are allowed to begin a
fiscal year without a formal budget
in place.
I am doing all I can to make sure
that we get a budget as soon as possible, and that any tax changes we
do is done with plenty of public
input. There are no losers if we can
meet these twin goals, and the
sooner everyone realizes that, the
sooner we can get back to doing the
things this state needs to keep moving forward.
I want to know what you think
about this. If you have the time,
please contact me at my Frankfort
office. The address is Room 3291,
Capitol Annex. 700 Capitol Avenue,
Frankfort, KY 40601. You can also
leave a message. toll-free, at 800372-7181 or, for the deaf or hardof-hearing, 800-896-0305. The
Spanish line, a new addition this
year. is 877-864-0202.
I look forward to hearing from
you.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)

Washington, D.C. 20510
301 Cannon House Office Building
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)
www house.gov/whitfield

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343
www jim bunningdbunning.senate.gov

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Washington. D.C. 20510

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Room 3291. Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601

State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
web www.seniackson.corn
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Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

Got Something To Sail
Send your letter to PO. Box 1040, Murray KY 42071 or fax to 270753-1927. Please include address and telephone number and all letters MUST BE SIGNED! Letters should be between 300-400 words
in length and we require letters be typed. The Murray Ledger &
Times reserves the right to edit or repot any letter on the basis of
length. style, spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page Letters of a "thank you nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a who*. w not be iliOdepljed.
Comments or questions may be direoled Se EdeiNallid04010
editor. at 753-1916.
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What If •••
By MIKE GLOVER
Associated Press Writer
When John Kerry selected
Senate colleague John Edwards as
his running mate, he created a likely front-runner for the Democratic
presidential nomination in 2008 —
and a reshuffling of expectations
for others — should President Bush
win a second term in November.
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton,
D-N.Y., has long been considered a
top contender in 2008 if Kerry's bid
falters. The former first lady's star
power, though, could be challenged
by Edwards if an intense, fourmonth campaign raises his profile
among voters at large as well as
hardcore Democrats.
"Win or lose, he's a serious
player," said Chicago media consultant David Axelrod, who advised
Edwards during his nomination
campaign."He has elevated himself
at every part of the process."
Amory by Kerry in 2004
couloYet up an Edwards campaign
for the White House in 2012 even if
the pair were to lose re-election in
2008. Yet others with aspirations
will be part of the scramble in four
years if there is no Democratic
president to consider for another
term.
"Hillary is the giant in the corner," said Democratic consultant
Dane Strother.
Clinton avoids discussing her
place in presidential politics, but no
other potential candidate raises as
many expectations in both parties
— from the Democrats who cheer
her to the Republicans who love to
hate her.
"Senator Clinton is always going
to be a star," said Iowa Gov. Tom
Vilsack, who was on the short list
of potential Kerry running mates

before Edwards was tapped.
After weeks of speculation that
he might be Kerry's pick, the twoterm governor is a more recognizable face in the Democratic crowd.
"There is no doubt that Tom
Vilsack's future is very bright in the
Democratic Party," said Sen. Tom
Harkin, D-Iowa, who had urged
Vilsack for the ticket.
Another Democrat considered by
Kerry, New Mexico Gov. Bill
Richardson, remains a popular figure with appeal to fellow Hispanics
and certainly would be part of the
mix in 2008, Strother said.
Forty-something candidates in
the Kerry veepstakes could be eyeing the top of the Democratic ticket
in four years, including Sen. Evan
Bayh of Indiana and Virginia Gov.
Mark Warner. On the sunny side of
60 are political veterans such as
Sens. Joe Biden of Delaware and
Bill Nelson of Florida, and
Pennsylvania Gov. Ed Rendelr
All must wait and see how
Edwards performs on the national
stage.
"He'll no longer be seen as
green. He'll be much more seasoned," said pollster Lee Miringoff,
head of Marist College's Institute
for Public Opinion. "If someone
else had been picked and Bush was
re-elected, the first question from
the media would have been to
Hillary Clinton. Now there are two
microphones to be used."
Running mates are traditionally
relegated to the sidelines during the
fall campaign, yet there will be a
few defining moments that will go
a long way toward shaping
Edwards' future. One coming late
in the race is his debate Oct. 5 in
Cleveland with Vice President DicI(
Cheney.

—

Edwards'selection
gives him edge
in four years,
should Kerry lose

AP File Photo

AP File Photc

Running mates have often
sought the presidency in later elections. Even those on a losing ticket
can have a shot: Franklin D.
Roosevelt was James Cox's running
mate when they lost the 1920 election but returned to presidential
politics as the Democratic nominee
in 1932. Bob Dole lost the 1976
race with Gerald Ford but was the
GOP's nominee in 1996. with Jack
Kemp as his running mate.
"Just ask Jack Kemp what it did
for him when Ronald Reagan
picked George Bush for vice president" in 1988. said Nelson

Warfield, a veteran Republican
operative.
Simply joining the ticket doesn't
ensure a nomination for president
down the road. Former Vice
President Dan Quayle could never
interest enough Republicans in his
candidacy. Sen. Joe Lieberman, the
Connecticut Democrat who ran
with Al Gore in 2000, dropped out
of the presidential race this year
after he failed to gain support.
Associated Press Writer Marc
Humbert in Albany. N.Y., contributed to this report.

Defending traditional marriage
This week in the United States Senate we will
start a constitutional debate on the definition of
marriage. Marriage is a fundamental part of
human life. It is the basic building block of our
society and our family. We
must understand that government did not create marriage
- it exists in every known
human society. bringing men
and women together to provide for the next generation
of society, and it is not in the
province of the legislative
branch, or the judicial
Hill
branch, of government to
On The
By Sen. Jim
destroy it.
Bunning
In February, President
R-Kentucky
Bush called for a constitutional amendment to defend
the sanctity of marriage by
"defining and protecting marman and woman as husband
of
a
as
union
riage
and wife." I applaud the President for taking
this stand.
This has become an issue over the past several years because out-of-control, activist judges
have overstepped their authority and legislated
from the bench on this vital matter. In
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November of 2003, the Massachusetts Supreme
Court overturned a traditional marriage law and
forced the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to
issue marriage licenses to same-sex couples.
This past May. same-sex couples began receiving marriage licenses in Massachusetts. In
Oregon and San Francisco, California marriage
licenses have been given out for some time.
Same-sex couples from 46 states have traveled
to these localities, and upon their return they
have sued for recognition from their home
states.
According to the Constitution "full faith and
credit" must be given by each state to the public
acts, records, and judicial proceedings of every
other state. Some same-sex advocates argue that
all states and cities must recognize same-sex
marriages.performed anywhere in America.
As far back as 1996. Congress saw this trend
beginning. As a Member then of the U.S. House
of Representatives I voted for the Defense of
Marriage Act. The bill overwhelmingly passed
both houses of Congress and was signed into
law by President Clinton. The Defense of
Marriage Act, declared that no state must accept
another state's definition of marriage.
While the Bush administration has worked
vigorously in defending this law, courts have the

,

ability to strike down the law and to force
Kentucky and other states to recognize same-sex
marriages.
I think that this is just simply wrong. The
only way to guard against this is to pass a constitutional amendment. This week in the Senate.
we begin to try to pass that amendment. It is
going to be an uphill struggle to get the 2/3 vote,
necessary to send on a constitutional amendment
to the states for ratification. But this is a debate
that the country must have.
Throughout civilized history marriage has
always been defined as being between one man
and one woman. We cannot let a few activist
cisco, and
judges in Massachu.
Oregon change an institution that h been
around for thousands of years and whi the. vast
majority of us in Kentucky do not want changed.
Allowing for same-sex marriages could send
a confusing message to our next generation and
threaten our cultural institutions. Throughout
history a family consisted of a husband a wife
and their children. Children need the guidance of
a mother and a father in a traditional family.
The debate in the U.S. Senate is likely only
the beginning of the struggle to protect families
and our traditional way of life. But it is a struggle we must win.
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Car bomb rocks Baghdad, at least 10 killed
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Robert Hoyt Phillips
Robert Hoyt Phillips, 87, Owensboro, died Monday, July 12, 2004, at his
home.
He had retired as a roll mill operator from National
Aluminum; was a member of Poplar Spring Baptist
Church, Murray, Lodge No. 130 of Free and Accepted
Masons; and Scottish Rite Valley of Detroit, Mich. He
was an Army veteran of World War II and received the
Victory Medal, American Theater Ribbon and Good
,
•=
ommd•••
Conduct Medal.
Born Oct. 7, 1916, in Calloway County, he was the
son of the late James Wiley Phillips and Lydia Ann Morton Phillips. One
son, Jerry Phillips, one sister, Annie Phillips Lassiter, and one brother,
Joseph Elmus Phillips, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Kathryn Glover Phillips, to whom he
had been married for 53 years; one daughter, Cynthia Ann (Cindy)Phillips,
Owensboro; three sons, James Hoyt Phillips, Denton, Md., Jackie Dwight
Phillips, Walterboro, S.C., and Joseph Keith Phillips, Hartford; two sisters,
Mrs. Helen Nance, Murray, and Mrs. Estelle Howe, Norwalk, Ohio; sisterin-law, Mrs. Inis Phillips, Columbia; six grandchildren; four stepgrandchildren; three great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of Glenn Funeral
, Home, Owensboro. Burial will follow in the Resurrection Cemetery with
military honors to be provided by members of Post 696 of Veterans of
Foreign Wars.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. Thursday and
after 11 a.m. on Friday. Masonic rites will be at the funeral home at 6:30
p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice, 723 Harvard Drive,
Owensboro, Ky., 42301. Online condolences may be left at www.glennfuneralhome.com.

Glen Wayne Wilkins

Glen Wayne Wilkins, 34, Foxridge Court, Benton, died Monday, July
12, 2004, at 5:10 p.m. in a construction accident on Wiswell Road, Murray.
He was a concrete finisher for Bogard Construction Company.
One daughter, Angel Leigh Wilkins, his father, Gary Wayne Wilkins,
one stepbrother, Eric Choate, and his grandfathers, James A. Wilkins and
Reece Murray, all preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Savannah Glen Wilkins and Anna Mae
Wilkins, one stepdaughter, Brenna Quinn, his mother and stepfather,
Sharon Murray Choate and Eddie Choate, one brother, Greg Adams, and
his grandmothers, Mrs. Juanita Murray and Mrs. Melba Wilkins, all of
Benton.
The funeral will be Thursday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Joey Reed will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Cole Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Hazel Retta Egner
Mrs. Hazel Retta Egner, 83, Christian Fellowship Road, Benton, died
t
iilMonday. July 12, 2004, at 11:50 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.

* A homemaker, she was a member of Briensburg Baptist Church.
1 Preceding her in death were her first husband, John Lewis Greer, her
0°second husband, Rudy Adkinson, five sisters and three brothers. She was
,..the daughter of the late David Russell Moore and Gracie Pnola Stringer
RMoore.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Bonnie Senf, Benton; one son.
; Russell Thomas Greer, Calvert City; one sister, Mrs. Lois Villeneuve,
urray; one brother, H.V. Moore, Benton; two grandchildren, Mark Vied,
isville, aftd Chrisfie Willoughby, Benton; one great-grandchild.
if The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. C.C. Brasher and the Rev. Chris Moore will offiiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).
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' The funeral for Mrs. Alma Lee Gardner will be Thursday at 11 a.m. EDT
n the chapel of Chapman Funeral Home, 431 West Harrison Ave.,
Clarksville, Ind.
Visitation will be at the Chapman Funeral Home from 4 to 8 p.m. EDT
today (Wednesday) and after 9 a.m. EDT Thursday.
A graveside service will be at Murray City Cemetery, Murray, Ky., on
Thursday at 4 p.m. CDT. The Rev. Tim Palmer will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of local arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to he Jeffrey and Kevin Graham
Memorial Fund. c/o Jackie Shroat, 1231 Kimball St., Frankfort. Ky..
40604.
Mrs. Gardner, 94, Clarksville, formerly of Murray, died Saturday. July
10, 2004, at Floyd Memorial Hospital, Clarksville.
She had retired as food service director for Clarksville Community
School System. She was a member of Morton Memorial United Methodist
Church.
Sue
Her husband, Samuel Jack Gardner, died in 1992. One daughter,
late
McLemore. also preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the
Murray.
of
Outland
Pogue
Lillie
and
Finis B. Outland
and
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Jackie Shroat, Frankfort,
Clarksville.
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great-grandchiland Richard Gardner, New Albany; 15 grandchildren; 17
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BAGHDAD,Iraq (AP) A suicide attacker detonated a massive
car bomb today at a checkpoint near
the British Embassy and headquarters of the interim Iraqi government,
killing at least 10 people and
wounding 40, including a U.S. soldier, authorities said.
The suicide attack was the worst
in Baghdad since the United States
transferred sovereignty to the interim Iraqi government on June 28.
Hours earlier, the Philippines
said it had begun withdrawing its
small peacekeeping contingent from
Iraq, an apparent bid to placate militants who threatened to kill a
Filipino hostage if the troops were
not out by July 20.
Underscoring the urgency of the
Philippines' predicament, militants
in Iraq said they had killed a captive
Bulgarian truck driver and threatened to put another Bulgarian
hostage to death in 24 hours, Alreported
television
Jazeera
Wednesday.
The explosion shook buildings
throughout central Baghdad at about
9:15 a.m., when a suicide bomber
detonated a car packed with 1,000
pounds of explosives. The bomb
killed four Iraqi national guardsmen
and seven Iraqi civilians, the U.S.
military said. Many of the civilians
were waiting in line to apply for
jobs, presumably with the new Iraqi
government or multinational forces.
"We were thrown on the ground.
Then 1 saw many dead people on the
ground," witness Alla Hassan said.
The U.S. military said 11 people
were killed in the blast. The Iraqi
Health Ministry said 10 were killed.
Black and gray smoke billowed
from the blast site, leaving a crater
two yards wide and a yard deep in
the road. The charred remains of
five cars stood by a protective blast
wall that had been partially
destroyed. Two other trucks and a
car lay smoldering nearby: Police
cars and ambulances raced to the
scene, and U.S. helicopters hovered
overhead.
The attack targeted a checkpoint
leading to a parking lot in the area
formerly known as the "Green
Zone," the heavily protected
Baghdad neighborhood housing
government offices and the U.S. and
British embassies, Iraqi police Col.
Tawfeeq Sayer said.
"This is a naked aggression
against the Iraqi people. We will
bring these criminals to justice,"
interim Prime Minister lyad Allawi
said during a visit to the scene.
Allawi said the attack was retaliation for the government's arrest of
suspected terrorists, though he
offered no details on suspects. The
government said Tuesday it had
arrested more than 500 suspected
criminals in a police sweep of militants in Baghdad.
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Red Cross CPR Class
for hairdressers planned

Back to two cats
Well, we're back down to
two cats again. Twosie and
Threesie have gone to live with
the cousin in Elizabethtown.
(They were
headed there
from the
beginning; it
just took us a
ew weeks to
get them delivered.)
Onesie, the
calico kitten,
stayed behind
Library
to keep
News
Beelzebub
By Ben Graves company.
Calloway
Beelzebub's
County Public been through
Library Director six kittens in
six months.
She's pretty much kittened out
at this point. We had her
neutered when we first got her
and from the way she acts, she
doesn't miss motherhood at all.
Onesie does miss her littermates. though. And more importantly she misses Beloved.
When momma would come in
and sit on the couch. Onesie
would come in and sit next to
her and purr. When I come in
and sit on the couch. what I
get is three pound ankle-rubbing
fur hall. Both of us will be
glad when momma gets back.
Of course, it could be worse.
I was talking with a man in a
store the other day and he
explained that his sister's son
had come home from college
ss ith an "ill-behaved" golden

FUN & FASHION

retriever to add to the households' fleet of 18 house cats.
One of those 18 is an honestto-goodness bobcat. And besides
that, she owns "the world's most
nervous" rabbit.
Well. I guess it could be
worse. You could be like Bobby
Random, the hero in Johnny D.
Bogs' book, "Dark Voyage of
the Mite Stephen's."
The book opens with him
running for his life in the dead
of night in a New Orleans
graveyard. He had decided to
back out of a crooked gambling
scheme he was into. Instead of
just not showing up, his "stupid
southern pride" (hey, you got
that right) forced him to confront his supposed partners.
Well, they got mad about it; so
Random put two slugs into the
boss' belly and lit out for the
big dark. Now there's five or
six bad men after him with
repeating rifles versus one sixgun with four shots left. (One
begins to detect the flaws in
Mr. Rundown's plan. )
Anyway, he's dodging
amongst the tombs, trying to
find away out, when he has an
attack of temporary global
amnesia. He starts asking himself "Who am I? What am I
doling here'? Why are these people shooting at me?". (This is
an inconvenient thing to have
happen when you're in the middle of a running gunfight.)
He does escape, though,
eventually seeking refuge in a
house of ill-repute, which has
recently been closed for reasons
not adequately explained. He
bursts into the parlor, which is
occupied by the recently-arrived
heroine, shouting "Who am I'?
What's" going on?"
And that's only chapter one.
Later on, the bad guys try to
steal the army payroll (it doesn't
work.) Somebody gets shot
every fourth or fifth page; and
to cap it off, they burn the
steamboat down.
I'd say it was a right busy
little book.

With our great sale going on it is the
perfect time to get in out of the heat
and shop for everything you will need
to finish the summer.
This season the style has been wearing tees and tanks together for a layered look.
A plain tee shin with a brightly colored long sleeve tee is a look that was
popular hack in the 70's. Layering
two tanks together make a cute statement for shorts and capris.
We have a terrific selection of shorts
to choose from as well as all lengths
of capris.
You'll want to accessorize with this
summer's hot colors in flip flops.
Scarves worn as belts are a cute
option to add a little pizzazz to a plain
outfit. Khaki and white or black and
white take on a whole new meaning
with the right accessories. You can go
from basic to wow!
Don't forget your earrings.
Chandelier earrings in all colors artbeing worn with casual outfits as well
as dressy.
Layer up your bracelets and necklaces. put a broach or pin on a strand
of pearls for a very unique Itx)k.
Pins and scarves tied and added to
hats and handbags are another way to
add some sass to your summer
ensembles.
The sale is going strong and now is
the time to purchase some of these
tun items to add to your wardrobe to
perk it up.
For all of the ladies who love to
shop early in the season we are
receiving some wonderful new fall
clothing. Tribal pants. skirts and jack
ets have arrised. Everyone know'.
they fly out of here early. so think
about lay as ay .
Autumn's weekend uniform will be
chanel-inspired jacket over cords or
jeans. You'll want to have several
Buy mg the jacket and skirt to match
sill stretch your wardrobe even fur
[her.
Flower pins and Y necklaces are still
going strong.
Lots of terrific outfits from Joseph
Rihkoff have arrived. Some for das
and of course fabulous evening wear
Stop in for our secret sale next
Friday and register for the door prize
Congratulations to Leah Hart won the
silver bracelet and earrings last week
Quote of the Week: "The shortest
distance between two people is
laughter." — Unknown
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report
"Voted Best Ladies Boutique in
Calloway Counts Two Years In A Row -

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Jennifer Carr
Br Wayne Hamaker
Heather Skees & Tim Johnston
Amy Richerson 6r Josh Ramagt
Melissa Herron & Drew Perry
Jessica Stevenson
& Jonathan Reid
Lisa Arnold & Paul Bell
Tiffany Lassiter dr Greg Linvill
Emily Shapton
& Kevin Cunningham
Krista Gaines & Scot Albrecht
Jessica Lampe
& Mike McCallum
Courtney Christopher
& John Eric Yezerski
Emily Cleaver & Tim Stark
Amy Travis
& Simmons Pankey
Sarah Kingins & Brian Kutka
Marilee Morgan
& Matthew Forrest
Janee Sims & Rob Brown
Christie Carlisle
& Steven Dudley
Jennifer Johnson
Br Michael Williams
Lindsay Branch
& Jim Driscoll

11, ,,
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305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor
Murray Art Guild invites interested persons to
of fun and inspiration for their upcoming Art
day
a
for
them
join
a
Excursion on 'July 20. Participants will view both the Woodaram
the
at
Ice
Exhibit
King
Eva
the
and
Paducah
in
Yeiser
Exhibit at the
at 753-4059.
House, Mayfield. For more information call the guild

Guild plans Art Excursion

will meet
Resource Center Council Center
will hold

its advisory
Calloway County Family Resource
All intercouncil meeting on Thursday at noon at Ryan's Restaurant.
ested persons are invited.

y church
Special event planned at byKirkse
Kirksey United Methodist

Kayla Cunningham
& Caleb Staley
Courtney Wood & Ryan Lew

Dance Practice and Social, sponsored
Church, will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall of the
waltz,
church, located on Highway 299. Beginner group instruction in
be
Texas two step, fox trot, swing, twist and a variety of others will
held. All ages are invited.

Freeman and Coursey

Free car wash on Friday

A free car wash, sponsored by Murray High School Class of 2007
will be Friday from 10 a.m. to o 3 p.m. at Hardee's. Donations will
be accepted.

Kenneth and Barbara Freeman of Gilbertsville announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Nicole Lee Freeman, to Wesley James Coursey, son of Ken and Mitzie Coursey of
Almo.
Miss Freeman is the granddaughter of Mary Helen Williams and
the late Clifton Williams of Palma and of Windall and Glenda Freeman and Pete and Shirley Cox, all of Mayfield.
Mr. Coursey is the grandson of Joe Pat Sr. and Maxine Jones of
Hardin and the late James and Anne Coursey.
The bride-elect is a 2002 graduate of Marshall County High School
and is attending West Kentucky Community and Technical College.
Paducah. She is employed by Minter Roofing Company Inc.
The groom-elect is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is attending West Kentucky Community and Technical
College. He is also employed by Minter Roofing Company Inc.
The couple will be married Saturday. Aug. 7, 2004, at 10:30 a.m.
in a private wedding ceremony.

King paintings being exhibited
The Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild is exhibiting the paintings
of Eva King throughout the month
of July. The inspiration for much
of the subject matter in this body
of work is the day-to-day activities along Kelso Road in southwest Calloway County. Eva gathers ideas and images during her
daily drive from her home in Bell
City in southeast Graves County
to Murray State University.
Working in oil and using bright
colors, she interweaves the complex shapes and patterns of fields
and gardens with human forms.
Eva states, "The c.olorful scenes
along Kelso Road are reflections
of hard work, family and community. and exemplify the richness of rural life. Many of the
paintings illustrate the labor
involved in raising tobacco. Workers tend large fields, pollinating
blooms, hoeing rows, topping, cutting and spiking the plants. Other

paintings are of gardens being planted and nurtured by family members. Passage depicts an elderly
woman and her two daughters
standing in a field of wild mustard in brilliant yellow bloom,
while overhead a flock of wild
geese fly in migration form. The
juxtaposition of these images represents the enduring cycle of life
and nature, a cycle that is reflected in the day-to-day activities
along Kelso Road."
Look for the article "The Regionalist Paintings of Eva King" by
Ric Watson in the fall issue of
Arts Across Kentucky magazine.
The Guild is located in the historic Ice House, 120 N. 8th St.
in Mayfield. The Guild is accessible to individuals with disabilities. The Guild is open Tuesday
- Friday 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
Saturday 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Admission is free. Call 247-6971 for
more information.

Garland reunion on Saturday

Descendants of John and Pocahuntas Garland will have a reunion
on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center. A basket dinner will be served. All relatives and friends are invited. For information call Bert Junior Garland at 753-1915.

ay
Mt. Zion Cemetery meeting Saturd
a.m. at

Mt. Zion
The annual meeting will be Saturday at 8:30
Cemetery, located on Doores Trail. Persons unable to attend are
requested to send their donations for the maintenance of the cemetery to Evelyn Tucker, 2521 Potts Rd.. Kirksey, KY 42054.

Murray Elementary sets Fee Day

Murray Elementary School will have its Fee Day on Monday from
I 7:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the school gym. Parents may enter the
outside gym door from the staff parking lot. Class lists will be posted. PTO officers will have the new shirt design available and there
will be staff on hand to answer questions about transportation. If your
child will be 5 before Oc t. 1 and you have not completed registration, please do so before July 19. Summer office hours are 8 a.m.
to noon.

Holland reunion will be
held on July 31 at Stockade

i

Kids' Club plans camp out

Kids' Club of First Christian Church will have an overnight camp
out Friday and Saturday: and a youth meeting on "A Matter of
Choice- will be Sunday at 5 p.m. For more information call Laura
Lee Winchester, youth director, at the church at 753-3824.

'Senior Day at Need Line' Thursday

"Senior Day at Need Line" will be Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to
3 p.m. at the Need Line office on the first floor of Weaks Community Center. Featured will be a recipe contest with seniors turning in
their recipes by Wednesday. This is also a special day for seniors
already eligible for the program pick up items from the Commodity
Supplemental Food Program. For more information call 753-NEED
(6333).

Futbol Club tryouts scheduled

Tryouts for the West Kentucky Futbol Club (WKYFC) will be Friday at 6 p.m. and Saturday at 1 p.m. at the Hamilton Field in Murray. Girls between the ages of 9 to 18 are encouraged to try out and
will be placed in their specific age group team upon making WKYTFC. For information contact Mike Minielli, club director, at 762-3136
or mike.minielli@murraystate.edu.

Gospel Three to be featured at Glory Bound

The annual Holland reunion will Calloway County, Ky., in 1852. i
Glory Bound Entertainment will be Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. at
Family genealogists have traced
be July 31 for an afternoon of
the Weaks Community Center. Featured group will be Gospel Three.
fellowship, stories and genealogi- his ancestors back as far as his
Also "Open Mic Time" will be during the second half of the show.
cal updates at Sirloin Stockade great-grandfather, Richard Holland, Sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church, the mission is "to
in Bertie County, N.C.. in the spread the word of God through music, skits and inspirational readRestaurant. Murray.
1700s. Like most families,
early
Visiting will start at 2 p.m.
ings." Each one is asked to bring a can of food for Need Line. There
west and the reunion
migrated
some
5
at
stories
the
from
break
with
is no admission, but a love offering will be taken. The public is
will be attended by family memp.m. for dinner,
invited.
Most of the local Hollands trace hers from Arizona and Oklahoma.
Beth
call
n
For more informatio
their ancestry to Dr. Daniel Holland, born in Robertson County, Brubaker at 759-9893 or Rudy
Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet will be open on Thursday
Tenn., in 1801 and deceased in Holland at 753-6171.
from 9 a.m. to noon at the church in Dexter. Linda Young. coordinator, said the closet is in need of clothing for infants through teen
age. For information call Linda Young at 437-4890.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
100 Fountain Ave., Ste. 101 .• Paducah, KY 42001

Clothes Closet will be open Thursday

PATI-1WAY

Manager

Professional Mortgage Services
100% Purchase or Refinance

Lisa Vaughn

• Fixed & Adjustable Rates
• Most Credit Accepted

Scott Hobby

Isristy Linn & John A. Spann IV
Asst Manager

CI

CALL TODAY!
Phone
270-442-7557

ay
Mother to Mother Group to meet Thursd
mrs, will

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding
meet Thursday, at 10:30 a.m. in the park behind Calloway Public
Library, or if raining will meet inside the building. Featured will be
refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For more information call Kim Jastremski, CLEC.
at 759-4746 or more information.

Toll Free
1-877-442-7557

NEW I3E&INNIN&S
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER

"Peducah
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT
SUPERSTORE
4030 Cairo Road • Paducah, KY 42001
1-24 - Exit 3 Go East 1 Mae On 305

Now Accepting Children Agee 3-51
Bridal Registry &-'gift,

-Reoc.tcti

Jo's
Datebook

Calloway County Chapter of the American Red
Cross will offer a Community CPR class for hairdressers on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Weaks Community Center, Sixth and Poplar
Streets, Murray.
The course fee will be $35 which includes
course materials and certifications in adult, child
and infant CPR. Preregistration must be made
at the Red Cross office in the Weaks Center br
Friday.
For more information call Holly Webb, Red Cross
director, at 753-1421

University Square • 12th St.
12701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 P.m. Monday thru Friday

New Beginnings offers a Pre-K program,
encourages learning through play
and parental involvement

12058 Center Dr. • Murray, KY • 270-759-1926
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,
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KITCHEN EQUIPMENT AND SMALLWARES FOR:
'Restaurants
'Nursing Homes
'Bakeries

Toll Free 866-441-7489 • Fax 270-441-7490

Hours: 1.11-F 9-5; Sat. 9-2
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'Churches
'Bars
'Delis

'Schools
'Residential
'Cony. Stores
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BURKEEN/Leoger & Times photos

Installed as new officers of the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at a brunch at Dumplin's were, from left, Jan
Hough, treasurer. Peggy Myers and Pat McMullin, co-chairs,
and Sue Miller, secretary. Not pictured is Becky Rutledge, vice
chair. The department will have its first meeting of the 20042205 club year on the third Monday at 2:30 p.m. in September.

Adam Blodgett entertained
members of the
Murray Rotary
Club at a recent
meeting held at
Pagliai's.
Blodgett
opened
the
meeting with
his rendition of
Blodgett
"76
Trombones" from
the musical, "Music Man Jr.," now

Entries in the Agronomy Division of the entries in the Calloway County Fair have been
released as follows:
Block Red Clover - Logan Cooper;
. Block Mixed Hay - Janice Wilson, Pat Wilson and Kevin Shelton;
Block Grass Hay - Janice Wilson, Pat Wilson and Kevin Shelton;
Grass Hay (ProteinfTDN) - Janice Wilson, Pat Wilson, Kevin Shelton;
Grass/Legume (Protein/7DH) Pat Wilson. Janice Wilson;
Legume (ProteinfTDN) • Pat
Wilson, Janice Wilson.
Dark Fired Tobacco - best plant
- Janice Wilson, Pat Wilson. and
Kevin Shelton:
Burley Tobacco - best plant Pat Wilson, Janice Wilson and Jared
Wilson;
Stripped Tobacco - heavy
brown leaf - Lee Ann Orr, Erin
Orr, Terry Orr, Mary Ann Orr;
Stripped Tobacco - heavy dark
leaf - Erin Orr. Lee Ann Orr, Mary
Ann Orr, Terry Orr:
Thin Brown Leaf Tobacco Erin Orr. Lee Ann Orr, Terry Orr:
Basket of Garden Vegetables
- Catherine Claywell. Gina Claywell,
Plate of Irish red potatoes Janice Wilson, Pat Wilson, Kathy
Shelton, Catherine Claywell, Carlton Claywell, Gina Claywell, Logan
Cooper:
Plate of Irish white potatoes
• Janice Wilson, Kathy Shelton,
Pat Wilson. Catherine Claywell,
Charlton Claywell;
Plate of three tomatoes - Logan
Cooper. Jared Geurin. Janice Wilson, Pat Wilson, Kathy Shelton:
Plate of red onions - Catherine Claywell, Kathy Shelton, Pat Wilson, Janice Wilson:
Plate of white onions - Kathy
Shelton, Janice Wilson, Logan
Cooper, Pat Wilson:
Plate of green sweet peppers
- Logan Cooper. Janice Wilson,
Allen Rose:
Plate of any variety of sweet
peppers - Janice Wilson. Jared
Geurin:
Plate of hot peppers - Pat
Wilson, Janice Wilson, Logan Cooper;
Plate of banana peppers Logan Cooper:
Plate of yellow squash - Janice Wilson, Pat Wilson, Kathy Shelton;
Plate.f any variety of squash

- Kathy Shelton, Janice Wilson,
Pat Wilson;
Plate of zucchini squash Kevin Shelton. Pat Wilson, Janice
Wilson;
Plate of bunch green beans
- Janice Wilson, Pat Wilson, Kevin
Shelton, Catherine Claywell, Charlton Claywell, Gina Claywell;
Plate of three apples - Kathy
Shelton. Janice Wilson, Pat Wilson, Jared Geurin. Logan Cooper;
Plate of three peaches - Allen
Rose, Doris Rose. Logan Cooper,
Jared Geurin;
Plate of berries - Deborah Ferguson;
Plate of pears - Logan Cooper, Doris Rose, Allen Rose, Kathy
Shelton. Pat Wilson. Janice Wilson:
Plate of three stalks of garden herbs - Deborah Ferguson,
Kathy Shelton, David Shelton,
Pauline Parker.
Plate of three stalks dried
garden herbs - David Shelton,
Kathy Shelton;
Plate of ornamental gourds Allen Rose;
Plate of miscellaneous garden item - Pauline Parker, Janice Wilson, Pat Wilson, Kathy Shelton, Catherine Claywell;
Most unusual garden item Charlton Claywell;
Plate of pickling cucumbers
- Janice Wilson, Pat Wilson, Deborah Ferguson, Kathy Shelton;
Plate of slicing cucumbers Allen Rose, Doris Rose, Janice
Wilson, Pat Wilson. Kathryn Shelton, Logan Cooper;
Head of cabbage - Logan Coop•
er, Janice Wilson, Pat Wilson,
Kathy Shepard;
Egg Plant - Janice Wilson;
Sweet potatoes - Janice Wilson, Kathy Shelton. Pat Wilson;
String of dried cayenne - Alison Geunn, Jared Geurin;
Three beets - Pat Wilson, Kathy
Shelton, Janice Wilson;
Three stalks asparagus Pauline Parker, Kathy Shelton, Pat
Wilson, Janice Wilson;
Broccoli head - Jared Geurin;
Plate leaf lettuce - Logan Cooper, Deborah Ferguson, Allen Rose,
Doris Rose;
Spinach plate - Janice Wilson.
Kathy Shelton. Pat Shelton.

767-0098

270-441-7490

and Outs of Exercise."
This is a support group for
patients, families and friends who
have been affected by a heart
problem.
For more information contact
Jerri Mjos, charge nurse and coordinator, at 762-1170.

[Read the Community pages

Only Cingular provides the Jarrjest
wireless coverage area in Kentucky

111111MP "IV
Great coverage plus Rollovers.' Only Cingular gives you both.

• TALK FOR FREE nationwide to over 24 million Cingular customers..
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Group to meet July 27

playing at the Playhouse in the Park.
In the musical Blodgett plays •
The Murray-Calloway County
the part of Harold Hill, the fast
talking traveling salesman who Hospital Cardiac Rehabilitation procomes to town to swindle people gram will meet July 27 from 6
into buying uniforms and instru- to 7 p.m. in the third floor classroom of the hospital.
ments for the town children.
Adam Blalock, exercise speThe play will be shown at the
Playhouse on Thursday at 7 p.m.. cialist at the Center for Health &
Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. Wellness, will presented "The Ins
and Saturday and Sunday at 2
p.m. Tickets are available by calling 759-2199 or can be purchased
at the door.

• Keep your unused anytime ROLLOVER" MINUTES to protect
you against overage charges.

A graduate ot Paducah West kentmk l. 'mntunit
Technical C._ olleg,e. C hristine pro‘ides cut.. perm.
wlors, %raw.. manicures and pedicure.:.
Conic see Christine for our ni.‘t appomtmcnt!

.S FOR:

ifornia Microsoft. Additional companies and institutions to take part
in the forum's curriculum include
Applied Materials, Ask Jeeves.
Electronic Arts, IBM, Philips Semiconductors, Silicon Graphics, San
Jose State University, Stanford University, Santa Clara University, University of California at Santa Cruz
and many others.

You're covered from
Pikeville to Paducah.

SUBSCRIBE

Thursday
ng. coordirough teen

ENT

Full. Chancellor's Professor and.
Director of the Poly-PEDAL Laboratory at the University of California at Berkeley; G. Scott Hubbard, Director of NASA Ames
Research Center; Kevin Mitnick,
Co-Founder of Defensive Thinking; Dan Morris, Editor-in-Chief
at PC Gamer; and Laura Wallace,
General Manager of Northern Cal-

Agronomy entries of local
county fair released

All only with Cingular Nation.
FREE

cingular
fits

Color Flip Phone

1617 HWY. 121 \ 111 PASS • WALK-I\s WELCONIF

after $50 mail-in rebate and $50 trade-in
credit with 2-year senoce agreement.

GOSPEL MEETING
Bethlehem
Church of
Christ
JULY 18-21
Speaker: Jeremiah Tatum
Sunday 10 a.m. & 11 a.m.•Nightly at 7:30
Located at Corner of Shady Grove & Mt. Sinai Roads,
Buchanan, TN

it

• TALK FOR FREE with unlimited nationwide night and weekend minutes.
On seed Nan.,••
• NEVER pay roaming. NEVER pay long distance.

CHRISTINE MORTON

way Public
red will be
older chilCLEC,

ration. Robertson will engage in
both group and independent projects, including workshops led by
industry insiders, product demonstrations, campus visits and techcommerce encounters. The Forum's
curriculum also consists of animated
debate and discussion.
Currently slated to speak at
NYLF1TECH include: Dr. Robert

Club hears Blodgett Cardiac Rehab Support

eludes
t, child
made
ter b)

sons to
ing An
ama
the Ice
-4059.

Local teen to gain speedy connections at forum
WASHINGTON, D.C. — David
Robertson of Murray was recently admitted to the National Youth
Leadership Forum on Technology.
Robertson will join 2,000 high
school students from around the
country in San Jose, Calif., for
an exploration of the technology
industry July 26-August 4.
Throughout the ten-day explo-

n Red
r hair.m. at
Poplar
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Wal-Mart Waded
Benton, 310 W 5th Stt
Chilton, 162 Kimbro Si.
Fulton, 607 N Highland DO
Madisonville, 1756 E Center 9.
Mayfield, 1225 Paris Rd.t
827 Pans Rd

Morganfield
Princeton, 500 Hwy. 62E t
Kreger
Murray,808 N 12th 9 t
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Winners and results of 4-H for
Calloway County Fair given
Ginny Harper. county agent in way, Steven Treadway and Kaycie
4-H and Youth Development, has Wyatt.
In the Tractor Driving Contest
released the results of events and
entries at the Calloway County for adults with Scott Herndon as
judge, there were seven adult parFair.
The Calloway County 4-H Coun- ticipants with $40 for first place,
cil received a check for $3,957 for $30 for second place, $20 for third
the winning entries. Also $200 was place. and $12 for blue ribbon.
Entrants were Derek Chandler,
given for sponsorship of the event.
Billy
Cunningham,
Danny
Hooked on Fishing.
Thirty-two exhibitors from 4-H McMillen, Chris McNeilly, Joe
were judged and prizes given as Kelso, Steve Watkins and Justin
Sperry for a total of $150 given.
In the Novice A Show ribbons
Megan Harper. Audree Harper,
Rachel Barber, Colin Horwood. Joel were given to Erika Tracy, Ed Cox,
Ferguson, Rachel Talent, Alex Bunny Lanning and Echo Flood.
Prizes for the Calloway CounBloodworth, Greg Wood, Dominic
Mikulcik, Simon Miukulcik, Anne ty 4-H Pet Show were given by
Ferguson. Heather Ferguson, Jared Millennium Mutts and Paul Prints
Geurin. Abigail Stringer, Morgan as follows:
Audrey Casey. Lindsay Collins,
Stringer.
Joseph Kelly, Abby Kelly. Lind- Josh Colson. Dalton Colson, Emily
say Collins. Rachel Ross, Kristina Dowdy, Tara Garland, Jared Geurin,
Fricker, Matt Chadwick, Erin Orr, Audree Harper, Meagan Harper,
Lee Ann Orr. Kayla Grady. Cather- Kayla Herndon, Bridget Hicks,
ine Claywell, Charlton Claywell, Garen Lawson, Brooklyn McKinLogan Cooper, Ashleigh Eldridge. ney, Lincoln Miller, Alison Rashid,
Taylor Grady, Lincoln Miller, John Abigail Stringer, Morgan Stringer,
Robert Cohoon and Alicia Grady. Michael Treadway, Steven TreadIn the Calloway County Fair way, Mindy Wright and Greg Wood
shows and events, Brian McCuis- or a total of $152 given.
Prizes were donated by Millenton of Murray won in the Holstein Division for showmanship, nium Mutts dog Agility Club for
intermediate calf. senior calf, inter- the Millennium Mutts Dog Agility
mediate yearling and senior year- Contest. A total of $148 was given
ling. Danny McCuiston of Murray to the following persons:
Mary Adelman, Lindsay Collins,
won for showmanshiip. In the
Freeman Ed Cox, Echo Flood, Tara GarDivision,
Guernsey
Bnindie of Fulton won for pro- land, Audree Harper, Megan Harpduction, senior calf, senior year- er. Bridgett Hicks, Bunny Lanning,
ling, two-year-old, four-year-old Garen Lawson, Brooklyn McKinney, Alison Rashid, Abigail Stringer,
(two entries).
Dusty Spurs 4-H Club had 16 Morgan Stringer, Erika Tracy,
exhibitors given with $6 given for Michael Treadway, Steven Treadpurple ribbon. $5 for blue, $4 for way. Mindy Wright and Greg Wood.
In the Obedience Trials winners
red and $1 for white. At total of
$502 was given for entries from were Kayla Herndon, first, Morgan Stringer, second, Brooklyn
the following:
Will Blackford, Samantha Bucy, McKinney, third, and Lindsay
Layla Choate. Lindsay Collins. Collins, fourth.
Other participants were Tara GarKrishna Fricker, Megan Harper,
Audree Harper, Megan Harpland.
Kelsee
Audree Harper. Austin Jones,
Knight. Brooklyn McKinney. Megan er, Bridgett Hicks, Allison Rashad,
Parks. Rachel Talent. Michael Tread- Abigale Stringer. Michael Treadway,

Steven Treadway, Greg Wood and
Mindy Wright.
Winners of the Lawn Tractor
Agilitity Contest were given $50
for first place in each division and
$13 for blue ribbon. Receiving prizes
were the following:
Juniors - Luke Cutherbertson,
first place, Garen Lawson, Josh
Farley, Koty Bynum and Greg
Wood; Seniors - Brandon Edministon, first, Matt Chadwick, Coley
Miller and Jessica Jones; Adults Larry Gregson, first, Shawn Harper, Deneicia Gregson, Gary Lawson amd Marsha Farley
In the Open Youth Lamb Show,
$8 was given for blue ribbon, $6
for red ribbon and $4 for white
ribbon for Market Lambs to the
folowing:
Zachary Gillum, Jay Bennett,
Blair Bennett, Laura Williams, Jordan Gillum, Audree Harper, Megan
Harper, Kelsey Watson, Nolan Pet;
tit, Ashley Pettit, Josh Pruitt. Hailey Fishel, Cameryn Fishel and
Joseph Kimbell for a total payout
of $742. Brad Buttery of UTMartin
was judge.
In the Youth Beef Show, prizes
were given Dustin Paschall, Janie
Paschall, Clint Barnhill, Dillion
Beloate, Chris Schoolfield and Kara
Miller for a total payout of $228.
In the Open Beef Show, prizes
were given to Dustin Paschall, Janie
Paschall, Clint Barnhill, Chris
Schoolfield, Dillion Debate and
Kara Miller for a total payout of
$268.
In the Open Youth Goat Show,
prizes were given to Bree Bethel,
Kayla Buntin, Kari Buntin, Andrea
Kennedy, Julian Pierce Lassister,
Garen Lawson, Billie Moore, Casey
Moore, Matt Papineau, Amber
Eldridge, Ashley Eldridge. Matt
Chadwick, T.J. Papineau, Megan,
Harper, Audree Harper, Katherine
Herndon, Emily Duncan, Bethany
Underwood and Morgan Williams
for a total payout of $851.

Special dates of activities planned by 4-H
The following e‘ents planned
in July and
August has
been released
as follows:
•4-H
Tobacco Judging Team will
practice Thursday at 3 p.m.
at West Kentucky ExposiExtension tion Center.
The team will
Notes
practice each
By
Ginny Harper Thursday in
July with
Calloway
County Agent Susan Evans as
coach. All
for 4-H/Youth
interested youth
Development
are invited.
•4-H Bicycle Rodeo will be
Friday at I() a.m. in the parking

lot of Westside Baptist Church.
All, interested youth between the
ages of 9 to 18 are invited to
attend and to bring a bicycle
and helmet. Youth will take a
written test and maneuver a
bicycle safety course.
•4-H camp orientation will
be Friday at 3:30 p.m. at the
county extension office.
II An Expansion and Review
Committee meeting will be Friday at 2:30 p.m. at the extension
office. All persons interested in
the Calloway County 4-H program are encouraged to attend.
IN 4-H Entomology Club, "the
Bug Club" will meet Saturday
from 9 to II a.m. at the extension office. All interested youth
are welcome.
III The Horticulture Judging
Team is organizing. Contact Con-

ON YOUR SIDE

We have it All.
Whether you need life, home, car or business insurance,
we have a plan that's sure to fit your needs. Get the
protection you need and the service you deserve — Call
me. .Stop by. Log on — it's your choice!
Dale Willis
201 N. 5th St, Murray
(270) 753-8485
dwillisOwillis-insurance.com

Nationwide°
Insurance &
Financial Services

01.0.1•06

Nobonvede5 On Your Scie•
Insurance
Life ,nsurance underwrmen by Maslow...de Life Insurance Compapy, NationwIde Mutual
11,00
Company and Affiloted Companles, Home Office Columbus. OH 43215-2220 MtSC4

nie Talent at 753-9894 or the
extension office to participate for
the 2004 team.
•The Avian Bowl Team and
the Poultry Judging Teams are
organizing for State Fair competition. Call the extension office
in order to participate.
II A 4-H Camp Counselor
training will be July 21 at 1
p.m. at the extension office.
•The 4-H Council will meet
July 22 at noon at the West
Kentucky Expo Center to plan
the 4-H year. All interested
youth, parents, community members and leaders are encouraged
to attend.
•The 2004 4-H Show of
Champions will be Aug. 14 at
the West Kentucky Expo Center.
All parents and youth must
attend a mandatory meeting July
22 at 6 p.m. the extension
office or contact Ginny Harper
prior to meeting for information
and rules for the 2004 event. All
participating families must make
contact.

Honors Day

Andrew W. Stubblefield

Stubblefield
graduates
SHERRY McCLAIN/MSU photo
of occupational
department
the
of
chairman
Kraemer,
Dr. David
safety and health at Murray State University, congratulates
Kathryn Baird, left, of Murray on receiving the Outstanding
Senior in Occupational Safety and Health Award at the university's annual Honors Day program. Baird is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Weber of Montgomery, Ill., and is married to
George Baird. A May 2004 summa cum laude graduate, Baird
majored in occupational safety and health.

ServiceNews
Marine Pfc. Ben T. Keller of Marines during his first Weapons
Murray was featured in an article and Tactics Instructor course.
The Murray man was also
in the base newspaper of Yuma
responsible for ensuring the visitProving Ground, Yuma, Ariz.
Keller joined the Marines in ing squadrons had all the manuJune 2003 after graduating from als and publications they needed
Calloway County High School. He for, their aircraft, sending out the
is the son of Michael Keller and Aircraft Material Readiness Report
(which is a detailed report on the
Debbie Howard.
The story, written by Sgt. David mission-capable status of every airA. Bryant, combat correspondent, craft within a squadron) to each
says "It's not often that a private squadron's major command and
first class, fresh out of a military keeping the daily technical direc
occupational specialty school, earns tive messages up to date.
In the published story. Keller say
the confidence placed primarily in
senior non-commissioned officers in "I enjoy my work a lot and try
to take pride in the uniform I
less than five months.Keller is a maintenance admin- wear. With the history and tradiistration clerk at the base. He has tions of the Corps. I just think
already had the experience and that's the way it should be. You
responsibility of accounting for just have to make the best of
approximately 1.000 maintenance everything.-

The joys of letter writing
You arrive home after a hard
day's work and collect your
mail. A bill, another bill, an
advertisement, and - wait what's this? A blue envelope
bears the unmistakable script of
a handwritten address. In the
upper left-hand corner you recognize the return address of an
old friend you have not heard
from in years.
Your pulse speeds up in
anticipation as you tear open the
fat envelope that's bursting with
news and information. All this
promise and excitement, and for
only 37 cents.
We've all experienced the joy
of receiving a personal letter.
Most of us will admit that

Sewing By Steven
Interior Textile Design
* Window Treatments
* Bedding *Accessories
Tailored and Priced 7b Please!

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

• Kyle Rudd 4%. Evangelist
Sunday Services - 11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Mon., Tues. and Wed. - 7 p.m. Nightly

I

Tuesday is Youth Night! Everyone Invited!

Ice Cream Festival planned
Murray-Calloway County Parks
have plans underway for the fifth
annual Ice Cream Festival on Sept.
II at Chestnut Park. located on
Chestnut Street between North
Eighth and North 10th Streets, Murray.
Carnival rides will be available
at the park on the evening of
Sept. 10.
Activities on Sept. II include
a service of remembrance of all

• 4 Weeks to Close from Start To Finish

mited
your
have
VIISC,
m or Mini nv
corder tapes.
Cup to two hours
per tape)transferred
I.W1)for $39per
ape and get unlimited
copies ofeach DVDfor
only $5 a piece!

Hrs: 8:30-5 M-F 8 After Hours by Appointment

(270) 753-7407
Owned & Operated in Murray since 1997
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PFAFF

Whether you're a beginning quitter
or an experienced pro,
•
every machine
you need to create
beautiful works
of art or quiffs
to decorate
your home
is on sale
Friday, July 16
during
this event.
and Saturday, July 17, 2004 only!
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rescue officials, an appearance by
a Nickelodeon character and a
homemade ice cream contest.
In addition, free ice cream will
be distributed to guests attending
the activities.
The festival will end with a
fireworks display at Central Park,
located off Arcadia Drive, Murray.
More information will be
released later this summer.

• No 1 in Western KY for rural housing zero down
program - 4 years in a row

5525 Jones Mills Crossland Rd., Puryear, Tenn

•

who comes to visit us on paper.
Seeing a personal letter in
your mail is almost like finding
a treasure. Make yourself a
promise this week to take a few
moments out of your busy
schedule, find a quiet spot and
write a letter to someone special
- someone across the country or
just across the street.
Renew old acquaintances.
make a new friend. Tell your
grandparents how much you
miss them. Let your teenage son
know you love him. See how
much pleasure two people can
share for just 37 cents.

Home Ownership Made Easy"

111

July 10th - 13th, 2004

it's truly amazing how much
happiness 37 cents can bring
into our lives. There's something
warm and satisfying about settling into your favorite reading
place to slowly savor each word
and nuance on the pages of a
personal letter.
Reading or writing a letter
can bring a welcome break in
our otherwise hectic lives. It
takes us away, if only for a
few minutes, to another place
and time. It affords us a rare
opportunity to move slowly and
luxuriously, to forget our problems and think of the unique
qualities of that special person

Global Mortgage Link, LLC

a

OAK GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH

Pfc. Ben T. Keller

by Marcia Crick,officer in charge

GreetingsFromDexter
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Andrew Wesley Stubblefield
graduated from the University of
Alabama School of Medicine on
May 16.
Dr. Stubblefield and wife, Jennifer, and daughter. Peyton, are now
living in Nashville, Tenn., where
he will be doing his residency at
Vanderbilt University Hospital.
He is the son of Dr. and Mrs.
Terry W. Stubblefield of Birmingham. Ala., and he grandson of
Ewing and Youlanda Stubblefield
.4 Hazel.
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Parents urged to fight child obesity
By RICK CALLAHAN
Associated Press Writer
INDIANAPOLIS(AP) — Susan Hedrick and
her 18-year-old daughter are turning the tide on
years of fast food and sedentary living. In a bid to
shed a combined 180 pounds, they have been eating healthier and taking long walks this summer.
And they are doing it together — something
health and diet experts believe is a key to combating the nation's growing obesity epidemic,
particularly among kids.
Research suggests healthy-eating, active parents often pass their habits onto their kids,just as
sedentary parents do, said Edward Laskowski,
co-director of the Sports Medicine Center at the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn.
Laskowski suggests overweight parents serious about making themselves and their kids
healthier start by holding a family meeting.
"You've got to say, 'Hey kids, you know
we've been doing the wrong thing here. Mom and
Dad are wrong too, and we've got to lose some
weight. We don't want you to make the mistakes
we've made,— he said.
Family bike rides, walks, hikes or doubles tennis are ways to get the whole family burning
calories. And making sure everyone sits down
together for a healthy dinnertime meal is another
important step, he said.
Since the early 1970s, the percentage of
American children and adolescents defined as
overweight has more than doubled, to about 15
percent, according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
Three out of four overweight teenagers remain
overweight into adulthood. And with two-thirds
of American adults now overweight, they face an
increased risk of diabetes, heart disease and other
illnesses.
Barbara Dennison, an associate professor of
clinical pediatrics at Columbia University, said so
many children are now overweight or obese that
it has changed parents' frame of reference. She
said parents — particularly those who are obese
— often do not realize their child is overweight.
Two years ago, in interviews with 1,180 parents of overweight children. Dennison found that
only about 25 percent of those parents realized
their child had a weight problem.
Her research also found that parents of overweight children treat mealtime differently than
parents of healthy children, often allowing the
child to choose the meal — typically something
less nutritious. Some parents even used sweets to
encourage their child to finish a meal.
With America's youth getting fat on caloriepacked fast foods and snacks and spending too
much time in front of the TV or the computer.
Dennison said parents need to practice what they
preach.
"Parents are children's best and first role models. You can't have Mom watching TV for hours

AP Photo

Susan edrick along with her daughter, Niki Hedrick, walk around the track at Brown
County High School in Nashville, Ind. They are trying to shed a combined 180 pounds,
excess weight they've packed on through a sedentary lifestyle filled with fast-food and
too much TV time. They've been eating healthier and taking longs walks in the effort
to loose weight.
and saying,'No, Johnny, you can't watch TV, it's she adopted early in high school led to a 50bad for you,— she said.
pound weight gain.
Betsy A. Keller, an associate professor of
After Hedrick enrolled earlier this year in a
exercise and sport sciences at Ithaca College in diet and exercise program sponsored by the
New York, recently surveyed 130 parents about Indianapolis hospital where she works, she
their children's weight and lifestyle.
showed Niki some information about the proShe found that half of the parents of over- gram.
weight children underestimated their child's
At first, the teen was not very interested, but in
weight status, deeming them at a normal weight. the past month or so she has been eating healthiKeller said her study alsp found that parents mis- er, drinking fewer sugary sodas, doing sit-ups and
judge how much exercise their children get.
taking long walks — either with her mother or
-I don't think we're going to get at this issue alone.
of obesity until we ask the hard questions: What
Niki has shed about 5 pounds from her 5-footare you feeding your kid'? What are you putting 6 frame and is down to about 170 pounds. She is
on the table? Why are you not doing some kind of aiming to lose 40 pounds more. "It's just for my
physical activity with your kids?" she said.
own personal self," she said.
Hedrick, a 39-year-old pediatric nurse who
Hedrick, who hopes to lose about 130 pounds,
has struggled with her weight since childhood, is believes she and her daughter can use the buddy
trying to do just that because she is determined to system to make sure both of them stick to their
make sure Niki does not carry her extra weight diet and exercise plans.
into adulthood.
"1 really don't see it as dieting," Hedrick said.
A recent high school graduate. Niki had been "I see it as a life-changing journey to make
air!), like her two brothers, until unhealthy habits myself and Niki healthier."

Heart attack patients
urged to drop LDL to
'rock-bottom'levels
DALLAS (AP) — Health off
cials are issuing a stem message to
people who have recently had a
heart attack: Lower your "bad cholesterol" to rock-bottom levels.
"The concept here is that lower
is better with respect to cholesterol," said Dr. Steven Nissen, cardi2logist at the Cleveland Clinic,
wIllo is among those who have studied the issue. "It'll be hard to get
there, but we do have aggressive
drugs."
New guidelines issued for very
high-risk heart patients call for lowering their so-called bad cholesterol, LDL, to 70. The previous
guideline was 100.
Heart patients in need of drastic
measures can use statin drugs —
including Lipitor — in higher doses
or combine statins, which block formation of cholesterol, with drugs
that block cholesterol's uptake by
the body.
The guidelines, in Monday's
issue of the American Heart
Association journal Circulation, are
not a complete surprise. Recent
studies have shown_ that lives can be
saved by a drastic lowering of LDL
in people who have had recent heart
attacks.
Created by the National
Cholesterol Education Program, the
guidelines are endorsed by the
American Heart Association, the
American College of Cardiology
and the National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute. A panel of the education program examined five
major studies involving cholesterollowering medicines.
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Giese comes to MCCH from
Roswell Park Cancer Institute in
Buffalo, N.Y., where he served as an
associate professor. He has also
served at an attending physician at
Dartmouth, an assistant clinical professor-- at
Eastern
Carolina
University, as well as the medical
director of cancer services at the
Sister May Pia Regional Cancer
Center in Stockton, Calif.
He currently is licensed to prac-

tice medicine in nine states, and is
certified by the American Board of
Radiology and the National Board
of Medical Examiners. He is a
member of the New York State Bar,
a registered Federal Patent and
Trademark attorney, and named as
an inventor or co-inventor on several medical devices. Dr. Giese's
work has been published in both
medical and law journals.
Dr. Giese's family includes his

Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
Cataract & Laser Surgeon
MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
(2701 753-6272

MAYFIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
(2701 251-4545

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477
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Stephanie Dunagan, M.D.
Board Certified
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Skin Tightening without Surgery?
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www.ktbmurray.com

To Place An Order Call The Store Above Or Cat 1-800-247-2615

Annotin-cill0
****

Now you can, with Thermage

HWY 121 BYPASS • 753-4703

Murray - Southern States
2:15 - 3:15 p.m., Phone 270-753-1423

wife, Yvonne, a native of South
Carolina, and his daughter. Sydney,
as well as their newest addition, son
Gage. He enjoys fresh and saltwater
fly-fishing, deep-sea fishing, and ice
fishing.
Dr. Giese is located at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Regional Cancer Center, 204 South
9th Street, Suite B. For more information or to schedule an appointment, call 270-762-1506.

‘s hat Is Marriagr'"

INSURANCE

Delivery Will Be: Friday, July 23

THE 2004 WEST KENTUCKY BIBLE LECTURES

BOB
CORNELISON
Home
Autr
Form
IRA s
Nursing Home-

Fish For Pond Stocking

'Back to
School'
published soon

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.

"By doing this we expect further
'eduction of death from heart disease, as well as heart attacks, and
the need for expensive re-vascularization procedures like bypass surgery and coronary angioplasty,"
said Dr. Sidney Smith, a co-author,
former president of the American
Heart Association and professor of
medicine at the University of North
Carolina.
"I think that the majority of
patients — based on the studies —
should be -able to achieve these
goals," he said.
Every year, 1.2 million people in
America have a new or repeat heart
attack. Dr. Scott Grundy, lead
author of the guidelines, said that as
of 2001 there were about 36 million
people who could benefit from
drugs to lower their cholesterol. He
said that it's hard to put a number on
it. but the new guidelines could
increase that number by "a few million."
The LDL guideline of 70 is for
people who have just had a heart
attack or those who already have
cardiovascular disease plus diabetes, are persistent smokers and
have high blood pressure, or other
multiple risk factors.
For moderately high-risk people
— those who have multiple risk factors and are estimated to have a 10
percent to 20 percent chance of
heart attack or cardiac death within .
10 years — the new guidelines reinforce the need for treatment if LDL
levels are 130 or higher and add an optional consideration of drug therapy if levels are between 100-129.

Becins To Blossoms

Giese is new radiation oncologist at Cancer Center
William L. Giese, M.D.. J.D.. has
been hired by the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital as the new radiation oncologist at the Regional
Cancer Center.
Dr. Giese is a native of Madison.
Wisc., where he
received
his
undergraduate
degree
in
molecular biology from the
University of
Wisconsin. He
received
his
medical degree
from
the
Giese
University of
Wisconsin School of Medicine and
his law degree from Georgetown
University Law Center.
Giese did his residency and
internship at the Department of
Oncology/Division
Human
Radiation
Oncology
the
at
University of Wisconsin Hospitals
and Clinics in Madison, Wisconsin.
He did his research fellowship at the
University of Rochester, in
Rochester. NY. He also served as an
associate counsel for Brumbaugh.
Graves, Donohue, & Raymond in
New York City.
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A-Rod whoa

Alfonso
admires
MVP
honors

• Waiting Game

Lakers, Clippers
waiting on Kobe
to maintain a public silence -his agent, Rob Pelinka, said "I'm
not commenting to the media at
this time" — there was no telling
when the 25-year-old might decide
his future.
So while Bryant kept everyone
in Los Angeles waiting, the proces,
of trading Shaquille O'Neal W;.1,
being set in motion.
The Los Angeles Lake's and
Miami Heat were expected to complete a deal Wednesday sendinv
O'Neal to the Heat for Lama'
Odom, Caron Butler, Brian Grant
and a first-round draft pick.
A few restricted free agent,
were expected to sign offer sheet,
in the hours after the moratorium
expired, while a handful of unrestricted free agents — most notably
Steve Nash going from Dallas to
Phoenix — would finally be
allowed to sign the deals the>
agreed "to during the first two
weeks of this month.
Among the top free agents whose
plans were not yet known were
Rasheed Wallace of the NBA champion Detroit Pistons, Erick Dampier of Golden State, Karl 'Malone
of the Laker's. Vlade Divac of Sacramento, Derek Fisher of the Lak7
ers, Darius Miles of Portland and
Kenyon Martin of New Jersey.

HOUSTON (AP) — Now the
Texas Rangers can say they traded an MVP for an MVP.
Alfonso Soriano was the other
guy in the deal that sent Alex
Rodriguez to the New York Yankees last winter. On Tuesday night,
Soriano became the star of the
All-Star game, hitting a three-runhomer off Roger Clemens in the
first inning and earning the Most
Valuable Player award in the American League's 9-4 win.
"I feel a little sorry because
he's been nice to me all the time,"
said Soriano, Clemens' former
teammate on the Yankees.
Because of the trade, A-Rod
and Soriano will be forever linked,
their performances compared, a
modern day Ted Williams and Joe
DiMaggio.
Soriano, a three-time All-Star
at age 28, hit .289 with 17 homers
and 55 RBIs in the first half,
helping the surprising Rangers take
a two-game lead in the AL West
after three years of last-place finishes with A-Rod.
Rodriguez, an eight-time AllStar and the 2003 AL MVP, hit
.270 for the AL East-leading Yankees with a team-high 22 homers,
58 RBIs and 18 steals — fine
numbers, but below the even higher expectations he created for himself. He was I-for-3 with an RBI
triple Tuesday night.
"I think he's doing his job with
the Yankees and I'm doing my
AP Photo
job in Texas," Soriano said. "I'm
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before the game. going over hit- the AL in an All-Star game
camp, which
he's been nice to me all the time." ters and discussing some things Cleveland's Al Rosen and Larry Soriano was named the
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By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
When the NBA announced the
new salary cap figure for the
upcoming season. the Los Angeles Clippers found themselves
$11.65 million below it.
Needing another couple million
to offer Kobe Bryant a maximumsalary contract, the Clippers apparently found a way to do so.
The Charlotte Observer reported Wednesday the Clippers will
trade Melvin Ely and Eddie House
to the expansion Bobcats in
exchange for future second-round
draft picks. clearing another $2.5
million in cap space.
Bryant is eligible to •receive a
starting salary Of almost $14.2 million. 105 percent of his 2003-04
salary of $13.5 million. But the
Clippers would have only $11.65
million of cap room if they don't
deal Ely and House.
Clippers vice president Joe Safety said Wednesday he had "no
comment at this time" on the
reported deal with Charlotte. A Bobcats spokesman did not immediately return a phone call.
Spokesmen for the Laker% and
Clippers said they had no news
to report on what Bryant might
(10. And w ith Bryant continuing

Tyson opponent sees
obscurity as advantage

ouston Headache

The Rocket was grounded by the American League
after being torched for six runs in the first inning
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
Aft Times CDT
East Division
L
Pcl GB
Philadelphia
46
41
529
Atlanta
45
42
517
1
Florida
45 .43
511 1 112
Nem Your
44
43
506
2
Montreal
31
356
56
15
Central DIvialon
Pet GB
St Louis
33
54
621
—
Chicago
47
40
7
540
Cincinnati
47
41
534 71/2
Milwaukee
45
41
523
1/2
Houston
44
44
500 10 112
Prttsburgh
39
47
453 14 11
West Division
Pct GB
Los Angeles
38
48
556
—
San Francisco
49
40
551
1/2
San Diego
47
41
534
2
Colorado
36
51
414 12 1/2
Anzona
31
58
348 18 1/2

Tuesday's Garr*
American League 9. National League 4 All-Star
Game
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled
Thiensdays Games
Philadelphia (Milton 11-2) at N.Y Men (Tracheal 96), 6-10 p in
St Louis(Moms 9-6) at Cincinnati (Sanchez 0-11.
6 /0 p.m.
Montreal (L.1-lemandez 5-8) at Atlanta (Wright 6-5)
6:35 p.m.
Milwaukee ID Davis 9-61 at Chicago Cubs (Prior 22). 705 p.m
San Francisco 0 Williams 6-6) at Colorado
(Jennings 6-71. 80S pm
Los Angeles (Weaver 6-9) at Anzona (Johnson 107). 8 35 p.m
Friday's Games
Metraultee at Chicago Cubs. 2:20 pm
Honda at Pittsburgh, 6.05 pm
Philadelphia at NY Mete, 6 10 p.m.
St, Louis at Cincinnati. 6.10 p.m
Montreal at Atlanta. 615 p m
San Diego at Houston, 7-05 p.m
San Francisco at Colorado, 805 pm
Los Angeles at Anzona, 9 05 p m

American League Standings
All Time* CDT
East Division
W
I.
Pet GB
New York
55
31
640
—
Boston
48
38
558
7
Tampa Bay
42
45
483 13 1/2
Toronto
39
443
49
17
Baltimore
37
435/7 12
48
Control Division
Pot GB
Chicago
548
—
Minnesota
1/2
540
Cleveland
42
45
483 5 1/2
Detroit
42
45
483 51)2
Kansas City
31
54
365 15 1/2
West DIVIW011
Pc! GB
Texas
49
37
—
570
°Oland
47
39
547
2
Anaheim
47
40
540 2 1/2
Seattle
32
54
17
372

Tuesday's Gems
American League 9 National League 4 All-Stai
Game
Wednesday's Gaines
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
N Y Yankees (Contreras 6-3) at Detroit (Bonderrnan
6-6t. 606 p.m
Baltimore (Bedard 3-3) at Tampa Bay IV Zambian°
9-51.6 15 pm
Monnesola (Lohse 3-6) al Kansas City (Gretrate 1
6) 710 p.m
Boston (Lowe 7-8) at Anaheim /Washburn 9-4i
9 05 p.m
Cleveland ISsbathia 5-4) at Seattle 1Poeiro 4-10i
905 pm
Chicago White Sox (Garland 7-5) at Oakland
(Harden 3-5) 9 05 p in
Friday's Gaines
Baltimore at Tampa Bay. 11 15 am
N Y Yankees at Detroit, 6 05 p.m
Toronto at Texas 7 05 p m
Minnesota at Kansas Cry. 7 10 p m
Chicago White Sox at Oakland, 8.05
Cleveland at Seattle 9 05 P
Boston at Anaheim. 9.05 p.m.

Explosion
explode in
championship
The West Kentucky Lady Explosion U12 fast-pitch softball team
recently competed in the "Stars
and Stripes" NSA invitational in
Louisville Ky.
The Explosion made it to the
championship round last Sunday
and advanced to the semifinals
with a thrilling come-from-behind
win against the West Virginia Diamond Dawgs.
The Explosion came from
behind to tie the game at 2-2,
forcing the international tiebreaker rule. The Dawgs took a onerun lead in the first tiebreaker
inning, but the Explosion again
tied the game at 3-3 in the bottom of the inning on a two-out
double by Emily Benson, which
pushed Morgan Graham across the
dish.
In the second tiebreaker inning,
the Dawgs had runners on first
and third with one out when the
Explosion took the bite out of the
Dawgs, turning a double play on
a grounder hit to second to end
the Dawgs hopes.
The Explosion then rode its
momentum into the bottom of the
inning, with Leah Dieleman scoring the winning run on Madison
Crooks game-winning hit into the
right field corner.
The Explosion did not have
many fireworks left in the semifinals, where they lost to the eventual the tournament champion Lady
Colonel Crushers, 8-0.
The Crushers went undefeated
in pool and championship play of
the eight-team tournament.
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A British Open that is wide open
TROON, Scotland (AP) — to someone other than Woods.
Despite two U.S. Open titles and
And the Big Easy didn't need
a wealth of talent. Ernie Els used a betting slip to know that.
to show up at major championships
"Right now it's different." he
and try to convince himself he said. "I feel that when • he plays
could win.
really well, he's going to shoot
It was a one-sided argument 67. But if I play well, I can shoot
that he usually lost.
that score, as well. And I can
"It was difficult for not only keep doing that for three or four
myself but for other players to days. I think we're on a more
really believe that you can go out level playing field now, and maybe
there and play your game and because Tiger Woods has come back
think it's going to be good enough," to the field a little bit."
Els said Tuesday at Royal Troon.
Ladbrokes listed Els as the 7That was at the height of Tiger 1 favorite Tuesday, with Woods
Woods' incomparable run through right behind at 8-1.
the majors, 'when he won seven
To get an idea how much has
out, of II majors, set scoring changed in two years. consider
records in each Grand Slam event that Woods was the 4-1 favorite
and held all four trophies at the going into Muirfield — not only
same time.
to win the British Open, but to
Els showed up at Royal Troon win the final two majors for the
with high hopes and in a new Grand Slam.
role — the betting favorite to win
"Tiger will be back to his domthe British Open, the first time at inance, if not this week, very soon.
a major since the 1997 Masters I'm sure of that," Thomas Bjorn
that the best odds were assigned said. "But I just think everybody

else sees themselves being able 'to
play to that level."
Maybe that's what gives this
British Open a truly "open" feel
at Royal Troon.
Phil Mickelson has a green jacket to go with that wry smile, a
winner at the Masters for his first
major. The only thing that stopped
Lefty from the first two legs of
the Grand Slam was Retief Goosen.
a smooth South African whose
second U.S. Open victory' might
finally make people aware of his
greatness.
r

Meet Norman...

SportsBriefs
MI A free sports physical will be give this Saturday to all students, middle and
high school, of both Murray and Calloway County at the outpatient clinic at the
Calloway County Hospital from 8 a.m to noon. All students that will participate
in sports this season must have a physical A final free clinic will be held
Saturday, July 24
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Better known as "Storming
Norman,- he is our new tire
manager at Key.. With years tit
experience in the tire business.
Norman has worked at Sam's
Club as an installer, salesper:
son and outside marketer. He
knows his tires inside and mit
and is a heck of a nice
Come out and see Norman for
all your tire needs. We at Key
Auto Parts can serve you better
than ever before on ne‘% & used
tires.
by and see Norman today
or call him at 270-753-5504)
or I-800-626-3302.

Come

SAVE MONEY BUY WHERE THE
DEALERS BUY!

• frietins tZ.ocAn-

KEY
AUTO PARTS

JULY 15 - THE. LOFT
JULY 21 - CLARENCE 101515INS

Home of 25 Acres of Car & Truck Parts

1850 Hwy. 121 South
Murray
1-866-KEYTOWS

CORNER OF 10TH & ARCADIA • 759-8866
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You don't need wings to be an angel!
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The local WKYFC U14 Premier soccer team recently ended its competitive season with an
unblemished record at S.O.K.Y. Tournament, held June 12-13 in Bowling Green. Team members
pictured include (front row, from left) Sydney Smith, Ali Adams,(middle row)coach Annie Fortier,
Hayley Wright, Hanna Oliver, Shelby Johnson, Shauna Wicker, Courtney Graves, Carley Mathis,
Haley Oliver,(back row) Morgan Steiner, Shelby Blalock, Connie Lents, Lulu Gilson, Lakyn brooks
and Grace Wellinghurst.
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Sign the back of your Kentucky Drivers
License and place a "donor dot" on the
front to indicate your willingness to be an
organ and tissue donor. And be sure to
speak to your family about your decision.

icket recei
Photo

(fonexas
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1-Star
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Jenny or
calling
edor1626800.
et may be1U
62-4895
available.
Limited tickets

Grand

Prize $110,0001

There are currently more than 360
Kentuckians on waiting lists for life saving
organ transplants.
Some will die while waiting.
To learn more about Organ & tissue donation, visit:

www.trustforlife.org
Brought to you by
Kentucky Circuit Court Clerks

TRUST FOR LIFE
Organ Donor Program
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Officers kill escaped Florida tiger

$1 Million reached on 'Jeopardy!'

—
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Television's
answer man — or question man —
has passed the $1 million mark on
LOXAHATCHEE, Fla. (AP) -"Jeopardy!"
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Toddler swings being recalled for safety concerns
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Pennsylvania
company is recalling. about 140,000 toddler
swings after receiving some 30 reports of safety
bars falling down on young children, and another
100 reports of children slipping out of faulty seat
belts.
Injuries caused by the Travel Lite Swing, distribtited by (Irmo Children's Products of Exton,

Pa., have included bloody and swollen lips, red
marks, bumps and bruises, the Consumer Product
Safety Commission said Tuesday.
The recalled swings feature adjustable reclining seats, rotating handles and canopies and bear
model numbers 1850.11P, 18501GB or 1870DAL
and serial numbers between 050503 and 121103,
which are located on a white label beneath the

seat. Discount, department and juvenile stores
sold them from June 2003 to June 2004 for about
$60. Consumers are advised to stop using the
swings and contact the company for a free repair
kit at 800-3454109, weekdays from 8 am. to 5
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AP Poll: Voters see Bush as decisive, Kerry intelligent
By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -- President Bush is viewed by more American voters as decisive and arrogant than Democratic rival John
Kerry, according to an Associated
Press poll. Voters are more likely
to see Kerry as intelligent.
Asked who makes them feel
more optimistic about the future,
slightly more voters choose Bush
than Kerry, the poll conducted for
the AP by Ipsos-Public Affairs
found. Both candidates are viewed
as wealthy by nearly all voters,
with slightly more seeing Bush as
wealthy than Kerry.
Two-thirds in the poll think the
president is decisive, the biggest
character advantage the president
has over Kerry in the poll. But a
majority, 52 percent, also say they
think Bush is arrogant. '
"The quality I like about the
president is he knows what he
wants, and he focuses on what he
wants to do. He's not wishy-washy."

AP FNe Photo

AP File Phot,
said Sam Werzberger, a 26-yearold independent from New York
City, who hasn't decided for whom
he will vote. "I've seen very little of Kerry, but he seems to say
what people want to hear."
The poll asked voters whether
they would or would not use each
of seven words — likable, intel-

ligent, decisive, compassionate,
honest, arrogant and wealthy —
to describe Bush and then Kerry.
Kerry and Bush are evenly
matched on qualities like compassion, honesty and likability. But
Bush has a 22-point edge over Kerry
on the question of who is decisive. Two-thirds said Bush is deci-

sive and fewer than half said that
of Kerry. Only two-thirds of
Democrats said Kerry is decisive.
As KEkrepares to introduce
himself to the public at the Democratic National Convention in two
weeks, one of his biggest obstacles is convincing voters he can
provide the kind of firm leadership needed in a time of war and
terrorism.
Bush's confidence and unwillingness to change his stand despite
opposition are viewed negatively
by some. A majority, 52 percent,
said he's arrogant, more than the
44 percent who view Kerry that
way.
"I think they both kind of come
off as arrogant," said Becky Robertson, a 31-year-old independent from
Radcliffe, Ky. "That's a typical
political thing."
The Bush re-election team spent
more than $80 million during the
spring trying to portray Kerry as
a flip-flopper and a tax raiser.
While the president has been unable

to gain a lead in the race against husband, Republican Sen. John
Kerry, his campaign succeeded in Heinz of Pennsylvania.
raising doubts about Kerry's willWithin the last week. Kerry's
ingness to take a stand.
campaign has been energized by
Kerry played a role in that per- the selection of John Edwards. a
ception after voting to authorize senator from North Carolina. to
the war in Iraq, then struggling be his running mate. They proto explain his views on war when jected a sunny, optimistic message
it was clear many Democratic vot- as.they barnstormed through sN 114!
ers in the primaries were opposed. states last week.
But when voters were asked
Four in five voters. 83 percent,
say Kerry is intelligent, compared which of the candidates makes
with 63 percent who view Bush them feel more optimistic about
America. Bush had an edge. Half.
as intelligent..
percent. chose Bush and 44
50
"I haven't heard much about
Kerry, but he seems like a pretty percent .chose Kerry.
"Since 9/11, there has been . no
sensible fellow," said Judy Bryson,
a 56-year-old iddependent from Dal- major terrorist attack on this counton, Ga. "I really like the man try," said Bob Shea. a 52-)ear-old
he's chosen to run with him as independent-JeaningA:mocrat front
Westfield, Mass. "So I ha‘c to
vice president."
Bush and his administration
Say
Nine in 10 voters view the president as wealthy while nearly as have done a reasonable job."
The AP-Ipsos poll of 804 regmany, 85 percent, see Kerry as
wealthy. Both men are multimil- istered voters was taken July 5-7
lionaires, but Kerry's wife. Tere- and has a margin of sampling error
sa Heinz Kerry, inherited more of plus or minus 3.5 percentage
than $500 million from her late point..

Wilson participates in clerk conference
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Calloway County Circuit Court Clerk
Vicki Wilson participated in the
2004 Circuit Court Clerks' Summer Conference offered by the
Administrative
Office of the
Courts (AOC).
Eighty-five
clerks attended the continuing education
program,
"Dealing With
Internal and
External Customers," that
Wilson
place
took
June 16-18 at Hilton Garden Inn
in Louisville.
The AOC's Education Services
Department provides two training
conferences a year for Kentucky's

circuit clerks. This summer conference focused on a wide range
of issues affecting the Office of
Circuit Court Clerk, including legislative and legal updates, driver's
licensing, personnel policies, bonds,
office policies and procedures, dealing with the press and emerging
technologies.
"The role of the circuit court
clerk is to properly manage the
records of Kentucky courts," said
Wolfe County Circuit Clerk Susan
G. Neff, outgoing president of the
Kentucky Association of Circuit
Court Clerks, "Because of rapid
changes in legislation and technology, we wanted this conference
to focus on the critical issues that
are changing the face of how the
clerks do business."
During the conference, the clerks
elected Christian County Circuit

Court Clerk Gary J. Haddock to
serve as 2004-2005 KACCC president. His term will run from July
1 to June 30, 2005.
presenters
The conference
included Dr. John Duncan, professor emeritus at Morehead State
University; Ed Staats, retired.bureau
chief for the Associated Press/Kentucky; Berkeley Scott, executive
director of the Trust for Life; and
several circuit court clerks, attorneys and AOC staff.
The AOC supports the activities of more than 3,400 Kentucky
Court of Justice employees, including the elected offices of justices.
judges and circuit court clerks. As
the fiscal agent for the Court of
Justice, the AOC executes the Judicial Branch budget.

Wrong body dug up in Frankfort cemetery
in June 2001. No one has been state medical examiner's office.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Authorities trying to exhume a body arrested in the killing. Prosecu- Officials planned to rebury the
for DNA samples dug up the wrong tors want DNA evidence to prove body Tuesday.
They found Tatman's grave later
Tatman was sexually assaulted.
grave in a Frankfort cemetery.
Monday.
after
discovered
was
mistake
The
Steve Clark of the Frankfort
Nike Department said workers the wrong body was taken to the
relied on photographs of Katherine Tatman's funeral in 2001 to
find her unmarked grave in Greenhill Cemetery. They came within
three feet but removed another
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
casket with an unknown occupant
Michael Camp • Richard Price • Herbie Tabers
on Monday.
"We don't have any way of
Same Great Service...
New & Used Tires
knowing who it is," Clark said.
Same Low Prices!
vo
%
Most Major Brands
"There were absolutely no markMon.-Fri. 8-4:30* Sat.8-Noon
ings at all."
Now In Stock.
Tatman, 68, was found stabbed
1611111
762-0000
Michael Camp
to death in a Frankfort apartment Aar N. 4th St.
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HERITAGE BANK
ANNOUNCES THE

SUMMIT CD
When you invest in a HERITAGE BANK SUMMIT CD, you get a Higher rate
of interest every 12 months the money is invested. This new 3-year CD
begins at 2% interest and climbs to a peak of 4% in the final year. Plus,
you can withdraw your investment at any annual anniversary without

• So why settle for anything less than the best rate you can
achieve? Reach the summit on your rate of return. Move your money into

this innovative new Summit CD from Heritage Bank.
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Bruce Greer, Owner
Telephone:

(270)767-0430
(270)293-1833

STORM WATER and ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES
•SEPTIC SYSTEMS
•EROSION CONTROL
•SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE
•GUTTER/DOWNSPOUT DRAINAGE
•UNDERGROUND PIPING
•NEW LAWNS/LAWN RENOVATION
•BACKHOE AND HAULING
•TOPSOIL
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a movie career to speak of.
"He's a multitalented guy. He's
got immense energy. He's a
dynamo. He works like crazy and
loves what he does. He really enjoys
every aspect of what he does,"
said "1, Robot" director Alex
Proyas. "It seems like a lot of
actors sort of find their little niche
and stick to it, where Will is all
about trying something new each
time.Come fall, Smith provides the
lead voice to the undersea animated comedy "Shark Tale," about
a small fry who becomes a big
fish when he falsely takes credit
for doing in a great white that
was the son of the local mob boss.
The voice cast includes Robert De
Niro, Martin Scorsese, Angelina
Jolie and Jack Black.
Smith's wife, Jada Pinkett Smith,
also is trying the cartoon game,
providing the voice of a hippo for
next year's animated adventure
"Madagascar." The family flicks,
along with the PG-13-rated "I,
Robot," are welcome news to the
couple's young son and daughter
and Smith's son from a previous
marriage.
The children were shut out of
the couple's R-rated offerings last
year. Will Smith in "Bad Boys II"
and Jada Pinkett Smith in "The
Matrix .Reloaded" and "The Matrix
Revolutions."
"My son said to me, 'Daddy,
I thought the reason that we put
up with this was so we can see
the stuff," Smith said. "So 1 said.
'OK, you're right.' Now I've got
a couple in a row that the kids
can see."
Early next year, Smith has his
first romantic comedy lead with
"Last First Kiss," in which he
plays a "date doctor" who guarantees male clients that he can
make women fall in love with
them in three days.
Smith also has a new album
due out around the holidays.

Winancing Available *Free Estimates

IFIrmf
410.-

AP Photo

I. Robot" star Will Smith
poses for photographers at
the premiere of the film in
Los Antets last week,

HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852
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irony of a black cop accused of
prejudice against
unreasoning
character is
Smith's
robots when
told, "I suspect you just don't like
their kind."
"What's great about this film
is it doesn't compromise the other
side. It doesn't compromise the
special effects, it doesn't compromise the -action sequences. But
what it does is it gives a whole
other side that's a little smarter,"
Smith said.
Accustomed to physical training for action roles, Smith said
"I, Robot" also required the same
level of dramatic preparation he
put in for more serious films such
"Six Degrees of Separation"
as
interaction.
"Ali," which earned him an
and
Yet "I, Robot" also delivers the
nomination for
brawn, action and -wisecracking Academy Award
actor.
best
expect
to
that audiences have come
While "Ali" was a box-office
from Smith this time of year in
Smith's intense performlemon.
Day,"
ndence
"Indepe
as
flicks
such
d people, especially
surprise
ance
and
movies
the "Men in Black"
advance gripes from
the
ing
consider
last year's "Bad Boys IL"
Fresh Prince of
"I think when we look back in fans who felt the
fame was a
sitcom
TV
and
rap
skill
ble
discerni
50 years, the one
Muhamplay
to
choice
ght
lightwei
that Will Smith will have displayed is the ability to choose a mad Ali.
Along with picking the right
summer movie. I think that is my
movie, the element of sursummer
skill more than anything," Smith,
consistent strength
35, told The Associated Press, prise has been a
has confounded
who
Smith,
for
he's
how
laugh
a
recalling with
career turn.
every
with
s
doubter
scored hits with movies critics
After his 1980s music success
trashed, such as "Independence
as part of the rap duo DJ Jazzy
Day" and "Wild Wild West."
Smith
"I am a serious summer movie Jeff and the Fresh Prince. with
by scoring
fan, and I know the type of movie defied expectations
Fresh Prince
that needs to be in July. I have the television hit "The
Air."
Bel
of
a sense of what audiences want
Smith encountered similar skepto see. What I hoped to develop
when he moved to the big
ticism
to
ability
the
was
with 1, Robot'
but silenced critics with hit
screen
push it forward."
into meatier
Set in 2035, the movie stars after hit. His moves
of Bagger
Legend
"The
on
drama
deep
with
cop
Smith as a Chicago
to bring
mistrust of the robots that have Vance" and "Ali" failed
chops
taken over for humans on trash in crowds, but Smith's acting
who
fans
for
on
revelati
a
were
other
and
king
collecting, dog-wal
had pigeonholed him as just an
menial chores.
The machines are programmed on-screen wiseguy.
"I view pigeonholes as good
to obey Asimov's famed three laws
means you
ensuring they will not injure humans things, because that
said.
Smith
blind,"
people
catch
harm
to
to
come
humans
or allow
boxin
learned
I
thing
one
"The
no
through inaction. And while
can haprobot has ever committed a crime. ing is, the best thing that
oled, that
Smith's character is convinced one pen is you get pigeonh
only
of the machines has carried out a your opponent thinks you
throw two lefts then a right. Then
murder.
on him."
In between highway chases, car you suddenly mix it up
With a cameo role in this year's
wrecks, explosions and gunfire. "I,
poked fun at
Robot" ponders the nature of intel- "Jersey Girl," Smith
expectations
low
the
and
himself
ligence, the unforeseen contradicfor him. In a
tions in machine logic, and the time- people once had
I 990s, Ben
ly notion of whether individual free- scene set in the midmusic pubdoms must be sacrificed for the Affleck's character, a
the idea that
on
scorn
heaps
licist,
y.
humanit
of
good
have
The film even incorporates the the Fresh Prince would ever

By DAVID GERMAIN
AP Movie Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- The
boy of summer is back.
Since the mid-1990s, Will Smith
practically has owned July, delivering hit after hit, his charm often
enough to draw in audiences even
for bad movies.
This July, Smith is trying something different. "I. Robot." loosely adapted from the short stories
of Isaac Asimov, has more smarts
than the usual Smith summer movie,
preserving much of the philosophy that made sci-fi mastek, Asimov's tales a blueprint for fiction
that followed about human-machine
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25% Off
All Trees & Shrubs
(Cash & Carry Only)

25% Off
All Gifts &
Garden Accessories

*Garden Tour*
Sunday,July 18th • 1-5 p.m.
Pick Up Your FREE nip_
Friday & Saturday at Rolling Hills
Open Monday-Saturday 9-5 • Closed Sunday
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Classifieds
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first
nasnion of thew at tor any error. Murray
Ledger 8 Tines ate be respond* fix coy one
incorrect memo Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be mode.

DEADLINES
Frl. it a.m.
Mon. 11 a.m.
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wed. 11 a.m.
Wed. 5 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Murray Ledger ar Times Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to advertise any preterrnce. Lim
dation or 1,cnnunabeei based on race color. religions ten, handicap
tarruhal status or national ungui. or intention to make any such pret
erenos, lirrutations or discrimination
State laws forbid dismrnmation in the sale, rental or ads ertisuig ot
real estate ba,ed on factors in addition to thaw protected under federal law
tie will knowingly accept any advertising tor real estate whkh Is not
in violation of the law All persons are hereby 'Monne] that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal opportunitv basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
requirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P Warn
Mom ••••••
Or•••••••„
(703)b48-1000
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020
025
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040
050
060
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090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
Mobile liomes For Sale
Nobles Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

ntittOmurrayledger.com
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Rost Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.75 Column Inch, 60', Discount 2nd Hon
40". Discount 3rd Run
ing tauidel
$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopp

AppEA_R

ON
WILL
PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND if
THE WEBSITE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
I
$8.25 First Da', - 20 words or
Over 20 words $.50 each
cf
Additional Consecutive Days: S.11 per word per
lawitied, go into Shopping Una,
submitted matter
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any

wn
16 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Bro
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-19
s: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hour
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 04-CI-00204
BRANCH BANKING & TRUST
by merger with AREA BANK,
formerly PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY, KY

Help Wanted

NOTICE OF SALE

Join our World Class Organization!!
in the manufacturing
Pella Corporation, established in 1925. is an industry leader
pella

CHARLES SCOTT AND SHEILA SCOTT
.
and MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL, DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on June 29, 2004, in the above cause, I shall
,
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray
on
auction
public
at
bidder,
t
highes
to
the
ky,
Kentuc
,
Calloway County
bout,
Friday, July 23, 2004, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or therea
,
County
ay
Callow
in
d
locate
ty
proper
the following described
Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lot Number 14 in Block "F" in Westwood Subdivision as recordof the
ed in Plat Book 3, Page 14, in the office of the Clerk
Calloway County Court.
The above-described property is sold subject to the restrictions
of
as set forth in Plat Book 3, Page 15, in the office of the Clerk
the Calloway County Court and such restrictions are specificalas if
ly referred to in this conveyance and incorporated herein
same were written herein in full.
Being the same property conveyed by deed from Gene Steely,
2719, on
dated May 21, 1975, recorded in Deed Book 166, Card
County
ay
Callow
the
of
Clerk
the
of
office
May 21, 1985, in the
Court.
basis of
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
be
shall
ser
purcha
the
days,
30
of
credit
a
on
sold
if
30 days,. but
the
of
)
OM
t
percen
ten
sioner
commis
required to deposit with the
der of the
purchase price in cash together with bonds for the remain
t bearing
amoun
said
surety,
ent
suffici
and
good
with
purchase price
and fully
paid,
until
sale
of
date
the
interest at 12% per annum from
d on the
retaine
be
shall
lien
A
days.
(30)
thirty
in
e
payabl
and
due
ascerbe
shall
taxes
uent
delinq
All
y.
securit
nal
property as additio
tained and paid.

5th consecutive year.
and sales of high quality windows and doors. For the
to Work for list, ranking
ies
Compan
Best
100
ne
Magazi
's
Fortune
has been on
number 22 for 2004!

HVAC serviceman. Salary
& benefits based on abilities. Also needing ductwork builder/installer. Apply at Smallman Heating &
Air, 909 Arch Street, Fulton, KY. (270)472-1912

in Murray, Kentucky. We
We are looking for team members to join our facility
shift openings (working
night
our
fill
to
s
are looking for new team member
based on overtime
evening
the
in
earlier
start
many
—
a.m.
-7:00
p.m.
10:30
:
position
ng
needs) in the followi

Night Shift Assembly Operators(10:30 p.m. - 7:00 a.m.)
fast-paced manufacturing
We are looking for diverse individuals who enjoy a
and grow as individuals
improve
ously
continu
to
willing
are
who
ment,
environ
other, share in rewards.
each
respect
who
s
member
and as a company. Join team
s.
and participate in fun internal and external company activitie
benefit package includ•
Pella Corporation offers a competitive compensation and
and long-term disability
ing health and dental insurance, life insurance, short
profit sharing, 401k and
insurance, paid vacations and holidays, monthly bonus,
numerous other benefits.
apply in person, or send
If you are a high school graduate or equivalent please
at
Internet
the
printed from
be
that can
your application
to:
edu/cdc
rostate.
e,ao.mUr
http://c

The Career Discovery Center
1405 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270)762-7080
ed Qualified applicants will he
Successfully passing pre-employment testing is required to he interview
contacted to take the tests at the Career Discovery Center
physical required,
An Equal Opportunity Employer- M/F/HfV. Post offer drug screen and

VIEWED

To BE THE BEST.®
060

NOTICE

This 1st day of July, 2004.
Respectfully submitted.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

ilbum

Services of the Angels Community
Clinic are available to all those in
the identified service area who
meet the established financial and
eligibility guidelines. NO person
shall be denied services on the
basis of race, religion, national origin, handicap, or sex. Wheelchair
access to the clinic is maintained.

I I:11 HI T111\k\

020
Notice
CALLOWAY County Family History Book. Family
histories needed. Not necessary to have been born
in Calloway County. Entries up to 500 words, one
picture free. Entnes may
be turned in at Murray
Woman's Clubhouse, 704
Vine Street, on Thursdays
from 11-2 and 4-6. For
more information call
759-4938
COPELAND Orchards
Peaches. Nectarines, Tomatoes. vegetables. Mayfield (270) 623-8312

CARD OF THANKS
Thank you to all friends and clients
and
1iir your patience during my surgery
.
months
two
past
the
recuperation
I am grateful for your prayers, cards.
kind wishes, visits and fabulous food
Special thanks to Erin, Becky, Belinda
and Barbara for keeping
TENDERS operating in my absence
I am back in fullforce!
Shawn Maxwell

TENDERS PET SITTING &
HOUSE SITTING SERVICE
753-6147

Notice

U-PICK
WRIGHT FARMS Dexte
r, KY
Charlie Miller Rd. Almo/
Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays
8 a.m.-1 p.m. & 4 p.m.-7 p.m.
Mon., Wed., & Fri. 4 p.m.-7 p.m.

Alp

Starting Now Until Season End

270-753-5410

illACAlgeRR/ES

"Who says you
can't buy time"
4!o
How can I
help you?

Murray-Calloway County Parks Department
is accepting applications for Maintenance I
position.

AN eStablished Insurance
Agency in Murray, KY is
looking for person who is
interested in pursuing a
career in the insurance
field Applicant must be licensed or willing to be
trained. Please send your
resume to the address below by July 15th. We offer
competitive salary and
benefits. P.O. Box 1040-F,
Murray, KY

Minimum requirements: Must possess Class
B, CDL, Valid KY Drivers License, High
School Diploma. Holiday and Weekend hours
of employment will be required. Four years
experience.
Responsibilities: Proficient in operation of
grounds, heavy equipment-backhoe, tractors,
mowers and similar equipment. Will supervise all seasonal Maintenance Employees,
Volunteers and Community Service Workers.
Salary and Benefits: Minimum salary for the
position $10.75 per hour(depending on training and experience) plus benefits. MurrayCalloway County Park benefit'package
includes health insurance, life insurance,
retirement plan, sick, vacation and personal
days.

Murray-Calloway County Park is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

Nodes

Lost and Found
FOUND male golden re'never 753-7997

I

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry
Or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & limes.

Call 753-1916
LOST: Small light-colored
female sheltie from Peggy
Ann Dr. 753-4467

Hap Wanted
OTR driver, dedicated
freight. home most weekends (731)247-5871
LOCAL motorsports business seeking EXPERIENCED salesperson and
parts technician/Qualified
app4icáits cap-40 Wade
at 270-S-8078

We build, repair, and

Sales & Design Store
1220 Hopkins Road • Murray. • 75:3-112.19
320

150

Apartments For Rent

Articles
For Sale

1 OR 21n a; f
it
town Miff I 1 y''1''
MISCIFOR Sale High
5200 mo 7,1 41
Speed Internet service via
satellite for S29 95 per
1BR all appli
month. Call Beasley Anapartrneritr, ,r :11t,
1
tenna & Satellite 759-090
it
1BR apt
for more information Beaf.11.11
pilaw-pri fowl
sley Antenna & Satellite
J:1J 1; 1, 1
731-642-4077
r.
1BR int lir
in
r
NEW 20' car haul trailer
eiert
White with white spoked
oft street t 16- t
wheels. Days 753-0133. 150{3
nights 492-8219
1BR studio • r1r ,
QUONSET Type Buildings
1BR w riort\,
.
at wholesale prices everyp 1110 llift
00000000000000000
day. Corn storage buildW D Situ ; r
270-753 755(4
NOW Hiring for all posi- ings as low as $6,000
Call the Quonset King
swer
tions, for all shifts. ApJones
John
sayc
Sonic
ply in person
888-547-1811
1BR 4311 apartn
Drive-in. 217 S. 12th
STRAW for sale. $2 a
about move in rn r 1i,
Street. No Phone Calls
bale_ 489-2436, if no anPlease
Colattian FIL. 753-411b
/
bedroon
2
PART-TIME help at small swer leave message.
Northwood Solid N1.4 '
diner. Cook/food server.
Appliances
1-270-492-6424
sewer gar bage pir ,V tit
Day
,
included leay
Nights 1-270-435-4510
required 293-5117
TAXI Driver needed Night
Large Selection
shill Thursday. Friday &
2 Room all furiiHticli
Saturday. Must have a
Ir r tr.,
utilities, water
clean driving record for 3
;
cable 1,1
and
phone
ye.r Call 752-7727
Ward-Elkins Access to pool A
On the Square
room S400-rnorlth 51
753-1713
deposit Call for infurma
bon _C270)753-8407
Home Furnishings
SEEKING a full time posi2BR 1bath witt, carport all
a office. Monday tion
appliances furnished to
Friday as a medical tranWWW TROTTERShook-up. C,FEA 1 year
scriptionist. Please call
WOODSHOP COM
lease. 1 month deposit
evenings 731-642-7865, 753-0249
No PPIs 127017.La-2905
180
da $ 731-642-8591
2BR apts. 2 Northwood
Lawn &Garden
area, I Cambridge are,,
Domestic & Childcare
All appliances furnistle'i
00000011M11011M11000•00

The Bull Pen
is now hiring
experienced
servers.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.

USED
APPLIANCES

Wil
EXPERIENCED
clean up after renters,
new construction, remodeling, floors, windows.
etc. 436-5914. Valerie.
I clean homes. 759-2386
NEED a housekeeper?
Call: 345-2043 References available Can work
with your scheduling If no
answer, please leave a
messa.e

has immediate openings
for Assistant Managers
Must be customer
onented with food
service experience
Apply at 616 N. 12th.
No phone calls please.

Job applications and full job descriptions for
the above listed position are available at the
Park Office located 900 Payne Street,
Murray, KY 42071. Deadline for application
is 4:00 p.m. Friday, July 16, 2004.

PRACTICAL Dental Assisting We are now taking
applications for the class
MOTORCYCLE jackets, which starts September
chaps. vests, saddle bags, 11, 2004. You will be
trained on Saturdays for
helmets. boots & other ac11 weeks, allowing you to
cessories now available at
keep your present job
booth 1842 in Peddler's
while you gain skills for a
Mall next door to Fred's in
new career Most dental
Murray. Also Dixie Outfitassistants have evenings,
ters T-shirts.
weekends & holidays off.
GarOUTSIDE Inn Daylily
For information calf Or.
den over 1.500 vanehes
Charles Bohle, (270)
Take 641N to 1346, turn
442-0256. Limited enrollsigns
follow
right and
ment' Call Now
Wednesdays
Open
TUCKER Farms taking
through Saturdays 7amorders for Peaches &
5
6pm 437-401
Cream Corn & Silver
Queen Corn $1 75 dozen
4:• • 7

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Help Wanted

Lost and Found

NOW OPEN

GREEN Acres Health
Care is currently hiring for
the following positions
LPN-RN weekend option
available 6p-6a, work 12
hours get paid 16 hours
Anyone interested in becoming part of our team
may apply in person.

701*
PLAINTIFF

VISA

Help Wanted

Nap Wanted

Help Wanted

Legal
Notice

VS.,

060

060

060

010

010

36
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Driver/SRT
1500 Sign On Bonus!
Teams up to 45 cpm.
solos up to 40 cpm.
Great home time.
No touch freight.
Class A CM,
required.
1-877-244-7293
EXPERIENCED PRESSMAN WANTED. $12-$15
per hour, benefits, medical, vacation, company
matched savings. Innovative Pnnting, 1623 SR 121
KY
Murray,
North,
(270)753-8802
waitEXPERIENCED
ress/er needed for PM
shift Tuesday-Saturday
Call the Pizza Pantry
(270)345-2225
FULL TIME RN needed in
small Tennessee nursing
Anita
Call
home

731-247-3205
money?
NEED extra
Housekeepers needed for
Saturday hours cleaning
resort accommodations
Call 436-2345

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140

48" scag commercial walk
behind with rider's seat.
V2 engine, age 1 year. like
new. cost $3.000 best offer. 731-498-8542
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
1978 14x70 2BR 26A slid
ing glass doors, recent up0130
$3.000
dates
436-2867
28X72 double-wide office
building His and her bathrooms. 1 large room, several small rooms, central
Call
$12,000
air
437-4608

CrilL2,91_59C20
2BR close to MSU S3/', •
deo Call 435-4114
2BR duplex S41)0 in,
(220)759-4406
2BR duplex (.HA
S'ir •
Dr
Westwood
LeaSe„.00_pets. 753 L3(k.
2BR NE Alt MSll
Coleman ItE ;`, r .111

COME SEE THE NEW
FLOOR
EXCITING
PLANS: With porches and

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff We
buy 1 or all Call Larry at
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S. 12th. Murray.
USED carpeting, electric
baseboard heaters, refrigerators. and air conditioners 753-4109

28R quiet lor
I
hookup.
S3551,110 7'):1 Ii,
6070

1
2BR carport. rlfi
year lease 537'.
month 753-9C3(,
2BR . Dopler (.1i A
Coleman RE 759-411i,

decks available at Clayton
Camden
in
Homes

L11,51144429_
LAND!!! Call now Also 1
acre lots with improve
ments in Huntington. and
Humboldt More acreage
available 731-584-9429
REPO'S Corporate says
sell them, Single and doublewides Payments as
low as $120 Clayton
C Mder, 731-584-9429

5 arid 4 bedroom linur.o
,,ori
1-2. 3br apts turrinr,
near MS11
753-0606
FORREST %/low Apart
merits 1213 1.4 11,15 Sr
now acchotrint a;1:11( a
lions tor 2hr-troxril,
7 ii
rir?.rit
basic
1,, 1,
month OW'
$330rmorith
-.
753-1970 I r,1„,

10

Articles
For Sale
A $1.120 Certified L111
56 carat diamond solitaire
ring. Set in 14K yellow
gold. Ring contains one
round, brilliant cut diamond set in four-prong
Size 8. Asking $400. Call
489-2887 or 293-6942
DESKS $50reach miscellaneous office items
759-8780
MISC/FOR Sale Free Dish
Network 4 room satellite
system free That's right.
hook-up 4 TV's with 60
channels including local
network for $34 99 per
month Call Beasley Antenna & Satellite 759-0901
for more information Beasley Antenna & Satellite
731-642-4077

.1
,

1) 3BR and (1) 2BR to
en1 C/H/A with approved
credit 437-4465
14X80 38R 2BA $350 rent
plus deposit 492-8526
2BR $225 753-6012
2BR. 2-bath trailer. Includes apPliances water.
and lawn mowing NO
PETS 8 miles from Murray on 121N $300/mo:
PH
deposit.
$300
519-8710 or 270.'4892599
38R 2BA for rent available now 293-1071
For sale or rent '99 16X80
on 6 acre $450/month
rent Rosemary Risner
270-210-4756
NICE 2BR mobile home
for rent or sale No pets
753-9866

sage
HAZEL Apartrio,rit',
Now taking application
for 1 & 2br units 13(1111
based on income.
impair-merit accessible
Phone 492-8721 Mon tx
Thurs 10-12ain 'OD No
Equal
1-800-648-6050
Housing Opporti inity

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
28R S340 00
3BR $42500 '
$100 deposit special for
qualified applicant,Also accepting applii ,1
lions for fall
Office hours 8 4
Mon Thins
Call today for appoint
went

753-8221
NE/ 2F1f1 2BA close to
campus. W:D water and
garbage included $490
753-2225 or 759-1509

•••••.••••••

PAGE 4B

Need A Car?

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
00

&
Order by 11
pick up Next day.

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We I.ke Hot Water *Parking Lots & LInsessay s
1)as id

5,0004. sq. ft. of 29 & 2fi gauge in stock.
#1 & *2 available in most colors
Can Metal Mall
I-800-909-9064• 270-247-8844

(270)767-0313
(270) 527-7176

Borders

YARD SALE
NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

1203 Tom Taylor Trail

July 16 & 17
Dishwasher, bedroom suite, kitchen
& dining room table & chairs, dishes, canning jars, clothes - plus size
women's & men's. BBQ grill, couch
& chairs and lots more "stuff."

•All Size Units Available
•Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
Apartments For Rent
NICE 2 Bedroom. 2 Bath
Duplex in quiet neighborhood, all appliances, no
$475/month
pets
436-5927.
NICE furnished 2 bedroom duplex 5 min North
of Murray $250 deposit
$325 rent. 489-2918 Cell
293-3761

460
Korn's For Sale

380
Pets 8 Supplies

KEITH Baker Homes.
Bnng us the deed to your
land and let us put you in
home.
dream
your
731-644-0013
KIRKSEY area. 1996,
16x80, Fleetwood mobile
home on 3-acre wooded
corner lot. 3BR, 2BA, fireplace. skylights, fenced,
hookups.
washer/dryer
$47,000. Call 978-0142
LAND Home Packages
Available. Let our land
home special-ist help you
find your dream home
package. We sell homes
KY.
and
TN
in
Call today for details at
1-731-644-0012
Energy
Southern
Homes Custom build
your home or choose from
over 200 floor plans Call
today for details. 1-800.533-3568
SPEC home Awesome
home, Ready to move
into. Set-up on land. Call
today. 731-644-0012

MIN Dash Hounds, 4
females
4
males,
753-0542
$250 00
Ready 7-19-04 Deposit
will hold

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing Opportunity
TDD 01-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice roomy 2BR 2
bath w/garage All appliances. 1 yr lease 1 month
pets 753-2905
de sit

2210 Gatesborough. Ex
ecutive home. 3BR, 2BA,
den, fireplace, laundry
room. Florida room. garage. ret, Stove, dishwasher. 761-1317 $950
3, bedroom, 2 bath, extremely nice. garage, fireplace, sun porch, security
system 8 miles east
Coleman RE 759-4118
3BR 1BA $330 per month
plus deposit 753-9826
501 South 6th St 3/4 bedroom house living room,
dining room, ref. stove.
dishwasher, hookups. boroom, screened
nus
porch. nice_ 761-1317
COUNTRY living 3 miles
out 3BR, 2 full baths, all
appliances plus lawn servce. 753-7903, 753-7813
Stecalle Rentals
1111
[
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and Lock
presentty has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

PUG puppies, registered,
7 weeks old, wormed, parpremises,
on
ents
270-444-7717

1996 Delta stock bumpe
12'x6'x6-1/2'
trailer,
$1 2 I 759-1342
300
i

ii;1;;11111

ANTIQUES
HOUSEHOLD
TAG SALE
501 South 6th
Tues.-Sat.
Rain or Shine
Fine antiques, oil
painting, cherry drop
leaf, tables, 6 tin pie
safe, walnut dish
safe, dining table,
buffet, quilts, 22 ft.
'camper, glass, entire
contents.

1

YARD SALE
5797 St. Rt. 121 N.
Thurs., July 15 &
Fri., July 16,
8 a.m-?
Sat.. July 17

8a.m-12p.m
Quilt rack. iamps. silk
Hower arrangements
pictures Eranscoscan
Earthenware dishes, knock
o',acks. clothes &

THREE bedroom, one
bath with new hardwood
floors, oak cabinets, north
of Kirksey $82,500. Call
070)554-F1467
USED Homes.
Let us trade for your used
home or let us make and
offer on your home.
I -R00-513-156a
www.kyfsbodirect.com
See local FSBO listings
w/picture and description.
Advertise your property
-$10 no commission. Call
767-9308 for info.

much more
Motorcycles & ATV's

I

AD Reel Estate

REAL Estate- Corner o
New Hwy 68/80 & Purdom Rd In 2 tracts 15.72
acre (1900 ft rd frontage)
7 34 acres (1950 ft rd
frontage) 5 miles from
Murray $4,150 an acre
1-423-942-3850

[Lake Property
SMALL older lake
approximately 300
from water Large
room New root in
1374 Boatwright
$20000 753-1566

home
yards
family
2003
Trail

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
-Safe & dean
4•We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
G&C

0 Down Program
(100°. Financing)
Call Keith Baker Homes
today and let's get you
ready for your new home
1-731-644-0013
1997 3BR 2BA doublewide on block foundation
Garden, tub, fireplace,
large deck, carport on
STORAGE aria
5-1/2 beautiful acres on
PROPANE
Cherry Corner Rd Must
119 E. Main
$59.500.
see
(270)753-6266
270-436-6218
Cell: (270)293-4183
new A/C.
3BR. 2BA
9 a M.-4 p.m. M -F
fenced, fireplace, deck.
Canterbury,
shed,
$129,900. owner relocating, immediate occupancy, seller may pay closing
APPROXIMATELY 3.000
753-0823
sg ft building located at
Street
4th
643 N
ESTATE, 102N. 9th 2BR.
$400,month Ideal place
IBA, dining, basement,
for carpet or cabinet shop
detached garage, deep
753-8087 leave message
lot Excellent location
Older house, good condition $67,900 293-8487,
293-1867
3 blue eyed. 6 week old
HWY. 641 South in KY,
Husky wolf pups for sale
remodeled, new roof, sep$125 each 762-0578
tic, carpet. etc Nice
AUSTRALIAN Shepherd
1.49900 (731)247-3068
puppies. black/white tn.
INVOICE REDUCTION
merle, parents on site.
SALE.
$200
registered
Call today and save, save.
767-0843
save We have over 20
in
DOG Obedience
inventory
homes
Master Trainer
1-731-644-0013
436-2858
NICE 4 bedroom home in
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
county Close to town on 7
731-352-0037
$119.000
trained.
acres
731-642-5151
270-753-6342

•vip•••••••••••
•••••••••••••s •••-••••• •• .

•

Used Trucks

1991 Ford Explorer Only
137,xxx miles, cruise, tilt,
PNV, PA_ new A/C, CD
player. good tires, very
clean, truck runs good,
complete Carfax report
provided worth a look
Asking $2,300 OBO
753-2509 or 293-5663
Used Cars
2003 BMW 3251. red, 33K,
$26,900. 293-3446
Solara
Toyota
2000
SLE-V-6, new tires. 77k.
$8,500 obo, must sell
227-0448(day) 436-5000
(night)
1996 Mercury Grand Marquis LS, 4 door, white with
cordovan leather seats,
109,000 miles. 1 owner
$4.500 Must see and
appreciate
to
drive
435-4305
94 Honda Accord. Blue.
108,000 miles, very clean.
automatic.sun-roof,
leather S4,700. 437-4471
or 703-4471
'92 Volkswagen Convertible. good condition, new
oiliwater pump & timing
belt, power windows,
white leather seats Andy
270-761-2231
1991
Mercury Sable.
Good. dependable car.
A ki .$1,400 759-0794
ini
to5
Esp

96 Chrysler Town &
Country. 130,xxx, white,
condition
excellent
$4.500 767-0817

•••

Bobby Brown posts
bond on battery charge

ATLANTA (AP)- R&B singer
Bobby Brown turned himself in to
jail officials Sunday night - a few
hours before a court-imposed deadand was released after postline
ing a $2,000
on
bond
•
charges he hit
his wife, singer
Whitney
I.
Houston.
4
"He arrived
at the jail, was
FAUGHN'S USED CARS
photographed
and fingerprint401 Sycamore • 759-3500 • 1 800-279-7715
Open fil 8 00 p m on Mon Wed & Thurs
ed and posted
bond," said
his
Brown
Clarence
Lt.
County
Fulton
the
of
Huber
Sheriff's Department.
Services Offered
In May,a judge had ordered there
was enough evidence for Brown to
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
stand trial on misdemeanor battery
Decks. Home Additions,
for allegedly hitting
charges
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Classified
Houston in the face at their home
Garages Pole Barns.
Advertising
near Alpharetta, a suburb north of
Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Atlanta.
270-753-1916
Licensed
Fax: 270-753-1927
753-7860 753-1194

The judge had given Brown until
midnight Sunday to turn himself in,
and the singer showed up with less
than four hours to spare.
Simple battery is punishable by
up to a year in jail and a $1,000 fine.
Normally on a first offense in
domestic-violence cases, the charge
is dismissed if the defendant undergoes counseling.
Brown left R&B group New
Edition in the late 1980s for a solo
career. His hits include "My
Prerogative" and 'Every Little
Step," but he has become more
famous for his numerous brushes
with the law and his turbulent marriage with Houston.
In February, Brown spent a
month in jail for multiple probation
violations before being released a
month early for a March child-support hearing in Massachusetts.
There, he spent another night in jail
,before paying a former lover more
than $60,000 in back child-support
payments.

mfttinsurrayiedger.cosi
Moe.-Fri.
CHEVROLET 4x4 '99
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
model, long wheel base,
ALL CARPENTRY Refor ultimately make decisions. Try
loaded, excellent condi- modeling,
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
additions,
We'd love ki hear from you
tion (270)472-0268
not to judge. Tonight: Go along
2004:
15,
July
Thursday,
porches, decks, sun
one's surprise.
cab
2000 Chevy ext
Murray
rooms, roofing, sagging
You are unusually gifted this year. with a loved
23-Sept. 22)
(Aug.
$11,500 1993 long wheel floors, termite & water
VIRGO
ideas.
of
source
Ledger & Times You are a constant
base $4.000. Call after damage. Larry Nimmo
and humor. Use your tal- You get what you want no matter
solutions
or (270)753-9372
435-4737
4pm.
1001 Whtlnall Ave.
Or
at work or within
ents in all the - different sectors of what goes on
Murray, KY 42071
293-4436
(270)753-0353
unusual verbal your relationships. People could
have
You
life.
your
1999 Nissan Frontier,
certainly
skills, which others respond to. Your be a bit out of kilter, but
530
53,xxx miles, A/C, P/S. ASPHALT Paving and
together
others
Bring
boring.
not
and
changing
constantly
are
ideas
Services Offered
ABS, bedliner, excellent sealcoating Residential,
more
to
instill
Try
meeting.
a
for
are nearly always innovative. Doors
condition. $7,600 OBO Commercial. Over 40
the
Where
Tonight:
.
teamwork
to
ready
are
who
270-759148,
those
270-354-5
experience.
years
RUBBISH open for
JUNK/
is.
-white thinking. gang
1752
Mitchell Bros Paving
Remov-al, we'll haul away break past black-and
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
1996 ext cab. chevy S-10, Ph. 759-0501 or 753almost anything, from You cannot believe how your mind
way of thinkvortec, V-6. 4x4, runs 1537
attics to barns. odd Jobs. is growing. Accept different styles of Develop a different
great. $10,000 obo. Pat.
involvshortcut
a
perhaps
or
ing
Discounts
might
you
Senior
living. If you are single,
436-5949.
ASPHALT
(270)489-2583
have many admirers, as you are ing work. You cannot be everyTravis Asphalt
unusually radiant this year. Choose where all at once. Your abilities to
Sealcoating
1991 GMC s/w/b, burLEE'S Carpet Cleaning
with care. You'll meet someone on a organize and delegate come into
Tony Travis, Owner
"since 1971"
gandy. 4.3, v6, 5-speed,
play. Accept a new technology or
trip, or a foreigner could walk into
•Driveways
alpine stereo, $2,750 obo.
*Carpets *Upholstery
mechanical device that will make
your
attached,
are
you
If
your life.
*Parking Lots
474-2003.
*Emergency Water
FREE ESTIMATES
relationship benefits from your your life easier. Tonight: Out on
Removal *Quick Drying
1986 Chevrolet 4x4 3/4
753-2279
Free Estimates
ton, runs/drives good.
allure and your fun ways. CANCER the town.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
"Got Dirt'?"
great for heavy hauling
is a soul mate.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
753-5827
293-8943 after 4:00pm
Your ability to see past others'
ROY HILL.
$3 IJ • 080
Septic system, gravel
The Stars Show the Kind of Day thought processes gives you the
white rock
Have: 5-Dynamic; 4- reputation of being insightful and
MOODY'S Mower Repair You'll
436-2113
1 - creative. Your instincts carry you
pick-up & deliver. 753- Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
Dozer work & Track hoe
far. Plug in your imagination.
Difficult
5668
22FT camper, self-con
BUD'S concrete finishing.
Brainstorm and enjoy the ideas
tained, awning, kid's loft
No job too big or too NEED your lawn cut or
come forth. Tonight: Go into
that
19)
21-April
(March
ARIES
chairs, tables, refrigerator
small. Free estimates. lawn equipment repaired'?
mode.
weekend
othlet
and
Finally you can relax
microwave. stove, TV
270-759-4355
I make service calls on all
(Nov. 22-Dec.
ARIUS
SAGITT
You
that.
and
this
bed
about
queen
worry
ers
closets,
Tim
CARPORTS Starting at brands.
Call
21)
camper.
Great
surprisbenches.
might find out something
$675. installed. Roy Hill 270-978-1431
761-1317
ing about yourself. This particular A partner or associate demands
(270)436-2113
your attention. If you want a projQUICK & Right. Painting, insight might slow you down, but
finishing,
CONCRETE
40FT. Timbendge Park
House work, Yard work, work with it. Can you work from
with
sidewalks, patios, driveect to work, do what he or she
Home
Model
Odd Jobs.(270)761-2559
ways, free estimates.
12x30 glass sunroom, tohome today? Tonight: Enjoy your wants. You might re-organize
tally furnished with many 12701435-4619
your finances as a result. Be flexpad.
at
Located
CUSTOM Tractor, work
extras.
ible and don't feel as if someone
20-May 20)
(April
TAURUS
tilling, blade work, bush
Lakeview R.V. Resorton
You have what it takes to glide is trying to control you. Tonight:
hogging. Free estimates
water. Call David Hollis at
the day. Ask questions Togetherness works.
through
Appilances
Major
AO
Gerald L. Carroll. owner.
(270 436-5107.
and discuss what is on your mind CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
,ind Most Maio, Broncts
492-6159 or 293-0163

RED 2002 Yamaha Gni
zly 4x4 w/differential lock
Good tires Call after 5pm
$5,000 767-0405
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
McKinney Insurance
Services
Your Hometown
Insurance Source"
104 N 4th Street
_753-3500
'04, V-Rod, lava red. seat,
backrest, 1K miles, very
$16.000
bike
nice
293-8549

• •

No Credit Check!
0

g

We now Manufacture. Buy direct

• We Specialize in Cleaning"

.•
•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY, JULY 14, 2004

David's Cleaning
Services

4.0

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscopes

WE SERVICE

BOAT INSURANCE
McKinney Insurance
Services
Your Hometown
Insurance Source"
104 N 4th Street
753-3500
ALUMINUM Levee-Litt let,
ski lift $1295 new. $600.
435-4602 or 293-4602
15 ft. '92 Bombardier John
boat, 2002 25 horse Johnson, 10 hours on motor, 1
left.
warranty
year
416-5464
2 let skis & trailer with 2
air lifts. 1993 Yamaha
Waverunners, VXR 650 &
PRO VXR 700, low hours,
tat 50() 416-2714
1997 Monarch 24' Pontoon with 70 horse Mercury motor 8 trailer. Call
753-6692
1995 Kawasaki ZXI900 2
person jet ski for sale
Runs great 60 mph E.
priced to moVe. Single
trailer and cover included.
270-293-4089
1995 Tigershark $1,500
OBO. 293-2728
1980 24' Pontoon Boat, no
trailer but slip is paid until
January at Missing Hills
Resort. 436-5284.

436-2867 Joe's Small En
gine Repair. Free pick
up/delivery.
A-AFFORD436-5141
ABLE Hauling. Clean out
garages. gutters. junk 8
tree work.
492-8688 Roof Repairs
New Roofs, all types 29
years experience. Call
Carters
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL
ING all around clean-up
gutters. tree work 4362867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
REPAIR
APPLIANCE
SERVICE & PARTS.
Or
270-293-8726
759-5534 Chuck Van
Buren

- • • • -• • .1.• ..•••••••

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you
don't have time for. Plus,
all repairs for home and
business.
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract.
Contact at 270-753-9503
FLOOR covering installation carpet, hardwood, vinyl, ceramic, vct, laminate,
minor floor repairs. Free
estimates. 15 years expeReferences
rience.
270-753-4722
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.

MORRIS HOME
IMPROVEMENT

Ward-Elkins
9n The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713

David's Home
Improvement

1

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Galhmore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422

TOP Notch Lawn Service.
A cut above the rest in
quality of work and in pncing.Phone (270)435-4258.
Cell (270)293-5407. Free
- Esti-mates.

10 Years in Murray
All Types Home Repair & Improvements
Free Estimates
270-759-4599
HOUSE & ROOF
WASHING
Expenence and
Professional Equipment
Quality work at
a reasonable price
Insured
527-5974
LAYTON Hudson. hauling, landscaping. backhoe
8 loader work. 753-4545
or 492-6265

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters.
753-2592.

I

560
Free Column

FREE: Female temer, pug
mix about 1 year old
767-0883

show'em what

you got!

A lob Opening?
An Auction Notice?
Farm Equipment?
The Classifieds are the easiest,
most effective way to advertise.
A one-week ad will have people
from all over the area showing
interest in what you've got to sell.

So don't be shy, tell everyone you
have what they want.
270-753-1916

The Murray Ledger & Times
CLASSIFIEDS

with responsible associates. A
friend or associate might surprise
you with his or her opinion or
response. Learn to flow. Tonight:
At a favorite hangout.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Slow down and work with your
budget. Unexpected developments at work in the near future
might prove to be a wild card
financially. Organize yourself,
and you can only gain. Treat
yourself to a new outfit or something you have been coveting.
Tonight: Stay home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
The Moon in your sign makes
you a champion, or at least a
force to be dealt with. You illuminate any room you enter.
Everything will flow if you don't
hold on to rigid thinking. Your
mind might be surprised by
another's thought process. See
the validity in his or her thinking.
Tonight: Whatever makes you
happy.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Be an observer rather than a
player today. You will gain special
information involving finances
and a long-term obligation. What
you see happening will help you

Others seek you out, but you
might not believe what you hear.
Surprises surround you. You are
learning that not everything
works as it used to. Flex and
enjoy the unpredictability, instead
of getting stuck in rigid thinking.
Tonight: Accept an invitation.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Don't let your unpredictability
affect your finances. Be careful
with your choices. Go for a conservative approach for a change.
Focus on work, and stay out of
trouble. You'll ultimately be a lot
happier. Tonight: Choose a relaxing activity.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
You cannot help yourself: you are
simply unpredictable at the
moment. In fact, you often surprise even yourself. Add some of
this spontaneity into your relationship and work. Others appreciate your creativity. Tonight: Get
into the weekend spirit.
BORN TODAY
Singer Linda Ronstadt (1946),
politician, wrestler Jesse Ventura
(1951), author Iris Murdoch
(1919)
•
•
•

UGLY ROOF STAINS
AWAY®
Roof-Brite®
Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

SIN. Hi 1 )1,-,( mints
WVVVV ARBROOF COM

NOW OPEN!

MOBILE EQUINE VETERINARIAN SERVICES
• Reproduction uitrasnund • Artificial Inkennnatam • Embryo Trinsicro • EJ1dOSCOpy • Foal Care
• Dentistry • Emergency Service • Lameness Evaluation (Rxsognirn‘
• Surgery owkonsultatkom • Preventive Medicine • Acupuncture

KENTUCKY LAKE Benton Clink Coming Soon!
EQUINE SERVICES Mobile Service
Dr. Kim Abernathy - Young
Phone: 270/703-4828 • Pager: 270/538-2046

4116111,"

Available Now!
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Pet lover's table manners are
strictly for the birds

A change in CPR
may be forthcoming
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Joe Pat
James standing at the future site of
the historical marker of Calloway
Normal College on Highway 299,
Kirksey. James has been instrumental in raising the Kentucky
Historical Society's interest in
establishing the sign which will be
placed on property where Calloway
Normal College once stood.
Carolyn Roberts of Murray has
been named to serve a two-year
term as an at-large director on the
board of directors of Kentucky
Health Association.
Births reported include a girl to
Amanda and David Tipton. July 7.
20 years ago
Published are pictures by Staff
,Photographer Jennie Gordon and
stories by Staff Writer Ruth Ann
Coleman of the visit by President
Ronald Reagan to Beech Bend Park,
Bowling Green. on .11ily 12.
Molly Imes, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth C. Imes, has received
a scholarship to participate in
Western Kentucky University's
1984 Summer Junior Scholars
Program.
Births reported include a girl to
Pamela and Wesley Wyatt, a girl to
Paula and Scott Marvin and a boy to
Sherri and Greg Garland, July 6.
30 years ago
John Hina has been named as
assistant principal and will continue
as head football coach at Murray
High School by the Murray
Independent Board of Education.
Hina succeeds Leon Miller who
retired this past spring.
Sally Cope and James Stom were

DEAR ABBY: I recently met a pet. My vetennary expert, Dr. Erwin
lady I'll call Gloria. We have been David, tells me that the oral cavities
spending time together and enjoy of both birds and humans are teeming with bacteria. Both Gloria and
each other's company.
Last week, Bogart could catch something
she invited me to potentially harmful from each other.
You have now had a taste of what
her home for
dinner. While I life will be like if your relationship
was eating, she progresses. Do not kiss Gloria
excused herself unless she first gargles with a
from the table mouthwash that kills germs on conand returned a tact.
000
minutes
few
I lost my virginiABBY:
DEAR
pet
her
with
later
a month ago. My mother
about
ty
el,
cockati
Dear Abby
"Bogart," on her and I have always been close, and I
shoulder. After have been able to tell her anything.
By Abigail
she sat down, But this time I'm not sure I can.
Buren
Van
she placed a What if I see hurt and disappoint-ment in her eyes when I say it?
morsel of food in her hand and liftMy mother got pregnant young,
could
Bogart
so
ed it to her shoulder
and she has always told me she
eat.
Next, she put some food in her doesn't want that life for me. So.
mouth, and with the bird still on her Abby, do I tell her or not? I hate
shoulder, exposed the tip of her lying to her and I hate keeping
tongue (which had another morsel things from her. Please help! -of food on it), and proceeded to let "DAISY" IN LAS CRUCES, N.M.
DEAR "DAISY": It is imporBogart peck the food off her tongue.
Finally, she craned her neck toward tant for a number of reasons that you
the bird as if delivering a passionate tell your mother. She may be hurt
kiss, while Bogart inserted his beak and disappointed, but she will also
between Gloria's lips and withdrew understand. It is important that you
be examined by a doctor and learn
a shred of food.
how to protect yourself from
very
company
I enjoy Gloria's
much, but we are only at the begin- becoming pregnant or catching a
ning of a relationship. Abby. does sexually transmitted disease. It is
being a pet lover have any bearing even more important that you learn
on what is appropriate at the dinner how not to be pressured into having
table? And what are the health sex. Your mother can help you with
implications of intimate contact these things because she learned the
hard way. So level with her NOW.
with one's bird?
400
I have had pets in the past that I
my
at
sat
never
loved. But they
table, nor did they insert any part of
themselves into my mouth to
retrieve snacks of any kind. Was
what Gloria did acceptable behavior
at the table? -- NAUSEATED IN
OLDE VIRGINNY
South dealer.
DEAR NAUSEATED: Hardly!
Neither side vulnerable.
However, putting aside her lack of
NORTH
"tida
have
I
manners,
basic table
•A Q J 6
bit" for you: This is a basic hygiene
•64 2
issue -- meaning there are health
•AKJ
+1095
• concerns for both Gloria and her
EAST
WEST
+109754
+82
41 I0
IPJ 5 3
•Q 7 4 2
41 10 86 3
+876
4A K Q 4
E3 COFsJIDUc)
SOUTH
•K3
THERE ARE OTHER PLACES MAN
I THINK ITS ek GOOD IDEA TO PUT
VAKQ9 87
MUCH
AS
COST
WON'T
THAT
GO
CAN
MOON
THE
ON
A MAN SACK
•9 5
*1 3 2
IKE
The bidding:
WHERE'
North East
West
South
Pass
1*
Pass
I IF
4/1
4•
Pass
2V
Opening lead ---r king ofclubs-. -Winning at bridge is more a question of how many mistakes you make
rather than how often you make bril111111
.
;
dr
liant bids or plays. Mistakes can be
made for an number of reasons, but
most often they are due to the tendency of players to follow general
rules blindly, instead of reasoning
FITNESS REGIME Of
CAN'T
400
ON!
out for themselves.
things
COME
4OUR
STICK
NO!
DON'T
NO! DON'T STOP AT ANOTHTHE DOG OWNER :
Consider this deal where West
NOSE IN THAT RUSH! WE I ACCELERATE 4OUR HEARTER TREE, ELECTRA! WE
POWER SNIFFING.
STOP EVER4
was faced with the question of what
HAVE A SK WALK TO DO! HAVE TO MOVE! WE HAVE. RATE IF YOUCon*)! MOVE!
to lead after cashing his A-K-Q of
TO Pump! QUIT SMELL- Titio nu,
clubs. In practice, he led a spade,
ING EVERYTHING!
hoping to find his partner with the

DEAR DR. GOTT: Our junior cardiac arrest. In this situation, chest
high school biology class is study- compression (without mouth-toing respiration. We have learned that mouth)appears to be the crucial facthe bod takes in oxygen and releas- tor in survival. Consequently,
es carbon diox- although most authorities continue
ide. Our ques- to teach vascular and respiratory
tion is, if you support, this basic lifesaving congive artificial cept is very likely to be altered in
respiration to a the future, after further scientific
who data can be analyzed. As things now
person
needs oxygen, stand, future resuscitation may well
aren't you giv- consist simply of closed-chest caring him carbon diac massage, a technique to keep
and the blood circulating until more
dioxide,
Dr. Gott under these cir- sophisticated help arrives at the
c um stances, scene.
By
DEAR DR.GOTT: My 78-yearwhy doesn't he
Dr. Peter Gott, suffer organ and old husband suffers' from painful
arthritis. Would he be helped if we
brain damage?
DEAR READER: The differ- moved to Arizona?
DEAR READER: For some
ence between the oxygen level in
inhaled air and that of exhaled air is patients the persistent pain of arthrionly a few percentage points per tis is worsened by cold, damp
breath. Therefore, when giving sin- weather. In the past, such patients
gle-breath mouth-to-mouth resusci- could find relief by moving to
tation, the rescuer is actually sup- warmer, dryer climates.
Today, however, there are so
plying a relatively rich oxygen conmany effective anti-arthritis drugs
centration to the victim.
This is not ideal, of course; a (both prescription and nonprescripbreathing device that supplies pure tion) that a move to Arizona isn't
oxygen or room air is superior. necessary.
If you choose to relocate to such
Nevertheless, in an emergency situation, assisted ventilation (without an area, do so because the weather is
an apparatus) is preferable to no beautiful and you are fed up with
scraping ice off your windshield in
ventilation at all.
February. The arthritis issue can be
dioxide
carbon
The issue of
becomes less important than the better handled pharmacologically,
need to get some oxygen — any with the help of your primary care
oxygen — into the victim's lungs. physician.
To give you related information.
Thus, mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
is a temporary, yet life-saving, tech- I am sending you a copy of my
nique that most adults (and chil- Health Report "Osteoarthritis."
dren) should be familiar with, hope- Other readers who would like a
fully by having taken courses copy should send a long, selfoffered by organizations such as the addressed, stamped envelope and $2
to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167,
local Red Cross.
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to
the
Now that I have given you
traditional justification for mouth- mention the title.
to-mouth resuscitation, let me comCopyright 2004, Newspaper
plicate the issue. Recent medical
studies have cast serious doubt on Enterprise Assn.
the practice. Such studies have
shown that mouth-to-mouth respiration makes little or no difference in
the death rate of victims who suffer
from catastrophic collapse, such as

married June 14 at Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Young. June
28: a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lough and twins, a boy and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Eades,June 27: a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Dwain Bell and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Aram...July $.
40 years ago
Diane West. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe D. West, was crowned as
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair Queen. Her attendants were
Nannette Solomon, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. W.H. Solomon. and Patsy
Hendon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Hendon.
Peggy Wilson and Harold
Shoemaker were married June 28 at
College Church of Christ.*
Mr. and Mrs. Dempesy Beane
were married 50 years July. 12.
50 years ago
Calloway County had a temperature of 102 -degrees on July 13 with
a low last night of 78 degrees. The
heat wave has held the mercury near
the 100 degree mark for the past
several days.
O.S. Wall of Rt. 5, Murray, and
H.G. Gingles of Kirksey have been
elected to the board,of directors of
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation.
The Res. Orval Austin, pastor of
College Presbyterian Church. presented a program about Switzerland
which included a video at a meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club at the
Murray Woman's Club Muse. He
was introduced by .Alfred k.indsey
who was in charge of the 'migrant

Todaidellistory

ContractBridge

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. July 14. the
196th day of 2004. There arc 170
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 14, 1789. during the
French Revolution, cititens of Paris
stormed the Bastille prison and
released the seven prisoners inside.
On this date:
In 1798, Congress passed the
Sedition Act, making it a federal
crime to publish false, scandalous
or malicious writing about the
United States government.
In 1853. Commodore Matthew
Perry relayed to Japanese officials a
letter from former Presideni
Fillmore, requesting trade relations.

An Exceptional Exception

was South likely to have the king of
spades for his opening bid, but that
even if East had the king, there was
nothing to be gained by leading a
spade at this point.
Instead, West should have led the
four of clubs at trick four! After East
ruffed with the ten, West's jack
would have become the setting trick.
West should reason that not only
is there a possibility that his partner
has the ten of trumps --- in which
case leading the fourth club will beat
the contract -- but that nothing can
be lost by leading a club no matter
what East's trump holding is.
This, if East has, say, the lowest
missing trump --- the seven -- South
In 1881, outlaw William
will be forced to overruff the seven • Bonney Jr., alias "Billy the Kid.'
with the eight in order to win the
was shot and killed by Sheriff Pat
trick. The spade finesse - if South
in Fort Sumner, N.M.
Garrett_
will
needs it to make the contract
In 1904, 100 years ago, author
still have to be attempted. And if
Isaac Bashevis Singer was born in
East has no trumps at all, then
Radzymin. Poland.
declarer — with seven hearts, the AK of diamonds and the ace of spades
In . 1933, all German political
— has 10 unassailable tricks.
parties. except the Nazi Party, were
It is true that a defender rarely
outlawed.
makes a play of the type recomIn 1958. the army of Iraq overmended here because all players
the monarchy.
threw
the
with
ed
indoctrinat
been
have
1965, the American space
In
present
notion that one does not
probe Mariner Four flew by Mars,
declarer with the opportunity for a
sending back photographs of the
ruff-and-discard. However, in this
planet.
situation it is known that declarer
cannot gain a trick,by the club lead.'
In 1965, U.S. Ambassador Adlai
It therefore behooves West to put the
king, and South made the contract.
E. Stevenson Jr. died in London at
West should have done better. Ile four of clubs on the table at trick
age 65.
should have reali7ed that not onl) four.
- In 1966, eight student nurses
were murdered by Richard Speck in
a Chicago dormitory.
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Crosswords

STOOD HAND-LAST NIGHT,SHE CAME litEN,WELOOKING
NT
IN-HAND
HERE TO MY PLACE.
AT
WINDOW
THis
i•JC MADE- DINNEI2 For?
11-IE STARS.
11,NO sHEG A SUPERB
COOK, MIKE.

ww0-4/

CARLEEN LIKED HIM) I DusiNo.IT WAS AN
IMPULSE. I WASN'T
So I GAvE HIM lb
THitocirt&
HER.
You &AVE NED
PmeNy? WEEP!
Hovl COULD v/007

ire-

Iset

16),
um
)ch

G.AFIFI 1E_ 1_1:1CD
TODAY IN THE NEWS, A GIANT
METEOR STRUCK EARTH,
DESTROYING ALL LIFE

WHAT...
WHAT'S
THAT.?

1

YOU GOTTA
OOPS, I GUESS
CHECK THOSE
THAT DIDN'T
SOURCES,
HAPPEN
BUCK°

1 Head
of the faculty
5 Mild onion
9 Pirate's swig
12 Not working
13 Like Mr Hyde
14 NY Giants hero
15 Type of bean
16 UFO pilot?
18 Jacket material
20 Londoners
bye
21 Meadow mother
22 Islands oft
Portugal
26 Deafening
29 A Vanderbilt
30 Juice-based
dnnk
31 Coup d'32 Memo
acronym
33 Pasta go-with
34 Least amt
35 Pub suds
36 Speed-trap
device
1

r

3

"
E.

7/14/04

tx11-10 ?
CAARLIE BRUN,
DO YOU THINK
I COULD NAVE
A CAREER AS
A CATCHER?

SURE, AND
THEN AFTER
YOU RETIRE,
YOU CAN 60
ON TV LIKE

JOE 6ARA610l,

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Sour pickle
Adams or Dicke.
— mater
Grooviest
River
embankment
6 Hardly —
7 Half of zwei
8 Clumsy
9 French
monarch

1
2
3
4
5

4

5

19

17

10

8
14

13
16
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Home Delivery
$21.75
3 mo.
$43.50
6 mo.
$84.00
1 yr.
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10 Ms Hagen
11 Natural elev
17 — Paulo
19 Maior rte
22 Jacques pal
23 Sudden oray
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Subscribe to the

37 Become
inflexible
39 — and don'ts
40 Prefix for two
41 Scamps
45 Once
49 Object
of veneration
50 Deli loaf
51 Solitary
52 Orchid-loving
Wotte
53 Sitcom alien
54 Honey
55 Hunters quarry

ACROSS

Rest of KY/TN

24 Ferber
25 Crystal gazer
26 Jules Verne
captain
27 Cornelia
— Skinner
28 Fleming and
Smith
29 Response
on deck
32 Pop-up
33 Laundry load
35 Off the beaten
path
36 Fabled bird
38 Apple rival
39 Basement
appliance
41 Arm bone
42 Brainstorm
43 'Cheers"
regular
44 VVild plum
45 Monk's title
46 Toon Olive
47 TKO caller
48 Unhatched
fish

v

F51r),cat. Rix hanan Az Vans,
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3 mo.
6 mo...
1

Other Mail Subscriptions
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1 yr.
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Mail this coupon with
payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call
(270)753-1916
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finding charred cross in yard

Apipift
stang
tori
moni
ity
secur
e Cinnamond displays her
Economy Drug Pharmacy owner Carri
secu
for
are
,
store
e
whol
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r
cameras, which cove
of
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tion in her office in Pikeville, Ky. The
me the drug
on painkillers such as OxyContin beca
rity purposes. Ever since prescripti
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maci
phar
small-town
choice in Appalachia, the days of
a quaint memory.
behind a mere counter have become

BURLINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
family has moved out of
black
A
a predominantly white neighborhood in northern Kentucky after
finding a charred cross in their
front yard.
The FBI and the Boone County Sheriff's Department are investigating the case as a possible
civil-rights violation.
Fred Mahone, his wife, 18-yearold stepdaughter and I6-year-old
stepson moved to Rosetta Drive
in Burlington, in February. Mahone
said he was walking to his car
July 2 when he noticed a 3-foot-_
tall burnt cross under a tree in
his front yard.
"I felt hated and totally disrespected," Mahone said."You expect
your father to tell you stories about
something like this. But it's never
happened to me,and I never expected it to."
Mahone filed a report with the
sheriff's department. The next
morning, he found two windows

Appalachian drug scourge forces
pharmacies to adopt more security

move into
ily just wants to
of his car smashed and filed anoththis
neighborhood and is treated
er report.
ation
popul
the
We hope as
"I was thinking, 'What's next? way.
more diverse in Boone
?"
mes
kids
beco
my
get
to
Are they going
type of thing won't
this
County„
he said.
er
anoth
,
to
d
happen."
The family move
was
Bowles said a white man
northern Kentucky neighborhood
he
when
They
two days later, Mahone said.
severely beaten in 1995
in
d
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years
two
black
for
previously lived
came to the aid of a
y.
Count
e
white
Boon
of
in
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group
on,
a
Hebr
being attacked by
FBI Supervisory Special Agent men in Union.
one
Bill O'Leary confirmed the probe.
In nearby Covington, some
s
but neither he nor sheriff's
man'
black
a
on
cross
a
burned
spokesman Tom Scheben would
and
hats
front yard and left white
divulge further details.
and
ed
sheets marked with swastikas
show
The 2000 U.S. census
1997.
95.2 percent of Boone County res- "KKK" in
His, spokesman for the
nt
Potok
perce
2
,
Mark
white
were
s
ident
1.3
and
Southern Poverty Law Center, said
panic, 1.5 percent black
t.
Asian
percent
about 30 cross burnings are repor
Jerome Bowles, president of the ed nationwide each year. The nonNAACP's northern Kentucky chap- profit center monitors hate groups.
ter, said the apparent hate crime
If cases are prosecuted in the
is the first in years.
federal courts, Potok said perpe
"It's unfortunate that they felt
20
than
more
ve
trators can recei
they had to move out of the area,"
years in prison
fama
that
sad
Bowles said. "It's

ayhouse
Playwrights to meet Monday at Pl
more information, contact

ce a quick and potentially
Purdue Pharma team advises phar- produ
By ROGER ALFORD
high if it is chewed, snortmacies on security, said most drug lethal
Associated Press Writer
ted. It has been linked
injec
or
ed
pros have taken measures to
PIKEVILLE, Ky. - Carrie Cin- store
to more than 100 deaths and bears
tect against thefts.
namond realized just how much
nment's strongest warn'.Certainly, there are still some the gover
times have changed when she had
targets out there," he said ing label.
a steel vault hauled into her phar- soft
Since last year. Purdue Pharma
prudent pharmacist knows
the
"But
macy in eastern Kentucky.
given $1.5 million in grants
has
comble
valua
an expensive,
Two break-ins in two weeks by he's got
e departments to combat
polic
modity that needs to be protect- to
burglars in search of painkillers
of the drug. More than
abuse
forced her to adopt many of the ed."
of those grants have gone
Dan Smoot, chief detective for $680,000
same security measures that are
agencies in Kentucky.
e
polic
to
task
rug
eastern Kentucky anti-d
hardused at the bank down the street. the
said pre- which has been among the
prescription force Operation UNITE,
.
since
abuse
drug
on
Ever
ripti
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scription drugs remain the
Duntt
Evere
acist
painkillers such as OxyContin
Jackson pharm
problem for police agencies in the
became the drugs of choice among
away has armed himself. The
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large
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ains.
mount
dealers and addicts in Appalachia,
in handy when a
raid in Kentucky history two weapon came
the Family Pharthe days of small-town pharma- drug
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d
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hs ago, arresting more than man
un under his
cists dispensing medicines from mont
shotg
a
with
macy
g
buyin
of
200 people on charges
nded drugs
dema
behind an ordinary counter have
and
coat
or selling prescription drugs on long
d his own gun,
pulle
become a quaint memory.
way
Duna
When
black market.
Now, many pharmacies have the
robber fled.
t said the roundup was the would-be
Smoo
Some
.
esses
fortr
l
a dangerous proturned into Virtua
times
at
"It's
ng
aimed primarily at people deali
said. "Anything
way
now have bars over the windows.
Duna
OxyContin, a narcotic that can fession,"
be dangercan
The most sought-after drugs are in
drugs
with
do
to
de 12 hours of relief for canprecautake
to
stored in vaults. The pharmacists provi
You have
cer patients and others suffering ous.
often work behind__safety glass,
."
tions
severe pain. The tablet can and some have even armed them- from
and
ras
selves. Surveillance came
alarm systems monitor every spot.
Pharmaceutical companies have
also adopted practices from the
banking industry, delivering prescription pills in armored trucks
protected by armed guards and
tracked by satellites on carefully
•$1 Tank Installation
chosen routes.
"We feel very strongly that we
• No Tank Rent for 2 Years
have a commitment to protect the
public and to make sure these
•Cheap First Fill Gas Price
drugs are available for people who
need them," said Aaron Graham,
•Then 1000 gallons almost as Cheap
vice president of corporate security at Purdue Pharma, the Con•First 30 feet of copper line for $1
necticut-based manufacturer of
OxyContin.
• New American Made Tank
"You do that by making sure
•Premium HD-5 Propane Gas
they're not stolen or diverted,"
Graham said. "Armored vehicles are
•Buy a Tank and Saylam,,m,LA4
just one part of the protocol. We
vuse space-age technology invol
ing global positioning to make
sure we know where our product
is all the time."
For Cinnamond, the popularity
of OxyContin forced her to take
extra measures. Burglars broke ilnfl
her pharmacy twice in 2001, and
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The West Kentucky Playwrights
meet 7 p.m., Monday, July 19, at
Playhouse in the Park, Arcadia
Drive, Murray. Playwright Trudy
MacFarlane will facilitate the session. Work-in-progress by playwrights from the region will be
read and discussed.
The purpose of the group is to
encourage writers of all ages and
all skill levels, who are interested in writing for the stage. The
group meets monthly for readings
of new work by participants, and
plays are revised and re-read as
part of the development process.
A series of staged readings of
plays that are ready for audience

For
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constancealexander@charter.net or
September, through the West Ken270-753-9279.
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and has produced more than 60
new works, including dramas,
comedies, plays in poetic form
and monodramas. Participating
playwrights have received „prestigious grants and awards, and plays
have been produced at professional, community and university
theaters around the country.
"We are so pleased that Playhouse in the Park continues its
support of this unique group," says
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KEEP COOL WITH A
GE AIR CONDITIONER
•6,000 to 24,000 BTU
•All New Models Equipped
with the Energy Saver

212 East Main St. • 753-1586
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MURRAY
APPLIANCE
We Service All Brands'
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'The af

300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197
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AVE A SHIRILOA
ON YOUR PHONE BILL
FREE long distance and
FREE callin features from Dialo

m Up To

470

per mile

Teams* Earn Up To

480

800-848-0405

per mile

learns will be assigned one of our
brand new trucks (while they last!)
• No forced Northeast
• No loading Of unloading
• Excellent hometime policy
• Enjoy hassle free trucking

50 New Trucks
just added
Company drivers
receive a $1.500
sign-on bonus.
ATTENTION DRIVERS
HazhIst Endorsement
no longer required.
Must be 23 writ) 1 year
OTR and Class A COL.

SAVE UP TO

Owner Operators receive a
$2,500 sign-on bonus.
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per mile
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PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, INC.

Anpew.ptl-inc.corn
Online appfscation now avaitable

•No forced Northeast
• All dispatched miles paid
• No loading or unloading
•All tolls paid
F•Enjoy hassle free trucking
Ask about our bobtail/trailer
relocation pay
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50%
ON PHONE SERVICE

• Just $35 a month. Never a penny more.
• No hidden fees, charges or taxes
• Unlimited regional long distance
• No cost to switch and no interruption in service
• Free calling features (caller ID, call waiting, etc.)
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DIALOG
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

A New Way

of Thinking

New! Dialog Unlimited Internet. Only $14 per month. No taxes. No fees. No hassles.

E -NOW
1 -888 -SAV
-3669)
(1-888-728
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